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t is indeed remarkable for an industry body to
impact all its stakeholders with its set of
activities and build their trustworthiness in the
global arena.  DSCI, in its third year, continued
to accomplish this and I am happy to present
you the DSCI Annual Report 2010 -2011
which details the programs  initiatives and
carried out by DSCI.

The highlight of the year was DSCI
contributing in building legal, technical and
administrative foundations of data protection
in India which comply with the global best
practices and legal regimes. So while DSCI
was consulted on the Rules under
the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 and
contributed to the proposed Privacy Bill, it
created Cyber Crime Investigation Manual to
standardize operating procedures for Law
Enforcement Agencies and trained police
officers through Cyber Labs, and also apprised
the industry through its vertical specific
programs and initiatives in forms of study
reports, surveys, workshops and conferences.
This way, it brought together all the
stakeholders for developing the data
protection culture, which, I believe, is of
utmost importance since no organization or
industry can work in isolation to develop a
comprehensive data protection environment.

It is noteworthy that DSCI Frameworks, DSF©

and DPF©, have met industry expectations and

Message from
the Chairman

were endorsed by the analyst firms like
Gartner and Forrester, for their data centric
approach. The Frameworks have also been
recommended by RBI in its ‘Electronic
Banking Committee Report’.

In an endeavor to unite in the common
efforts across boundaries to develop a more
secure world, DSCI contributed to the
ongoing international discussions on data
protection. DSCI submitted its views to the
European Union’s consultation papers,
increased collaboration with international
bodies including EastWest Institute and has
joined Cloud Services Measurement Initiative
Consortium (CSMIC) led by Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU), USA.

I am confident that with the range and reach
of DSCI’s initiatives, and the growing
consensus on the need for globally accepted
data protection practices, DSCI will provide a
firm ground for enhancing data protection
culture in India. I would like to thank my
colleagues on the Board of DSCI, the Steering
Committee, DSCI members, our staff and the
entire DSCI network for making this year a
truly successful one. I express my gratitude to
the Department of IT and NASSCOM for their
continued support and guidance.

Prof. N Balakrishnan
CHAIRMAN, DSCI

I
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Message from
the CEO

uring the year under review, DSCI redefined
its objectives based on the experience gained
in the preceding years.  Data security was
seen to be a part of cyber security.  While the
DSCI footprint was established all over the
country, and among clients and regulators
abroad, there was a need to ensure that it was
recognized as the first point-of-contact on
data protection matters by all concerned.  We,
therefore, redefined our objectives to be as
follows:

Public Advocacy on Data Protection
and Cyber Security
Capacity Building on Security and
Privacy
Thought Leadership through Best
Practices and Standards
Independent Oversight for Assurance &
Dispute Resolution through ADR-
towards Self-Regulation
Cyber Crime Speedier Trial through
training of Law Enforcement Agencies
and Judiciary

We also redefined the DSCI eco-system to
promote itself as a focal body on data
protection in India.  We identified all the
stakeholders: agencies in the government for
policy making; Law Enforcement Agencies
(LEA) for handling of cyber crimes and security
breaches, regulators and governments abroad;
our industry counterparts in the United States

e.g. Tech America, US India Business Council,
and associations in the UK, Australia, Canada,
Japan; industry including IT/BPO clients,
banking and telecom sectors; corporate
members, DSCI chapters with security and
privacy professionals in all major cities;  and
finally our knowledge partners from the
academia, analyst firms, law firms, consulting
firms and think tanks.  It provided us with a
clearer picture as we went ahead with the task
of achieving our objectives.

I am happy to report that the DSCI
Frameworks; DSF© and DPF©, and the data
centric approach gained further traction as a
result of a few pilot implementations.  The
emphasis on strategic and implementation
guidelines, along with the maturity criteria
identified for all the different security areas in
DSF©, present an interesting approach to
assessment: self-assessment to assess maturity
in each area, and possible maturity rating
assessment by DSCI.  A detailed report on this
approach was prepared and shared with the
industry.  Likewise, the nine privacy principles,
along with best practices to achieve their
implementation, were received favorably by
the industry and clients overseas. Analyst firms
like Gartner and Forrester endorsed these best
practices.  The final version of DSF© and DPF©

was printed and widely circulated to all our
stakeholders, and in the NASSCOM-DSCI
Annual Information Security Summit.

D
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It is gratifying to note that the DSCI Frameworks were
considered by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) High Level
Electronic Banking Committee, which recommended
that DSF© be considered by banks, in addition to ISO
27001.  DPF©, being the only framework for data privacy
was also recommended for use in the RBI Report.  It also
encouraged DSCI to collaborate, and develop security
frameworks and detailed implementation methodologies
and procedures, along with Indian Banks’ Association
(IBA) and Institute for Development Research in Banking
Technology (IDRBT).

Based on the encouraging response of implementation
of DSF© and DPF© in some of the IT/BPO companies, DSCI
decided to work with the leading consulting firms to
extend its implementation program. As a starting point,
the Big 4 Consulting Firms were trained on the various
facets and modules of the Frameworks to enable them
provide consultancy to companies on implementation of
DSF© and DPF©.

We organized a workshop on standard contractual
clauses under the EU Data Protection Directive for the
benefit of BPOs.  These clauses were analyzed in detail
and legal implementations for the BPOs were promoted.
FAQs on the same were prepared and released.

In its advocacy role, DSCI continued to work with the
government on the development of Rules on reasonable
security practices and sensitive personal information,
among others, under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008.  We
also worked closely with the Department of Information
Technology (DIT) on encryption policy by organizing
more in-depth discussions, based on the experience of
Governments of other countries in their policy
formulation, in light of the concerns of LEA.  International
best practices on lawful interception and the need for
upgrading the skills of intelligence agencies and better
coordination with the industry through appropriate
Security Groups were discussed.

DSCI also engaged with the Department of Personnel
and Training (DoP&T) in its efforts to draft specific privacy
legislation.  We submitted a consultation paper on the
subject of ‘Approach Paper for Legislation on Privacy’ and
made detailed presentations to the Committee in several

of their meetings.  The DSCI recommendation was for
light touch privacy controls, and industry self-regulation
as a way to promote privacy in the country, with minimal
bureaucratic structure.

We also submitted similar views on privacy legislation to
the Standing Committee on IT.  DSCI also submitted its
suggestions on the National Identity Authority India Bill.

DSCI developed close linkages with the banking sector
through the IBA and IDRBT.  Banking as a sector was taken
up by DSCI to study, evaluate and optimize the data
protection posture required in this area to enable safe
financial transactions and grow Internet as a secure
channel for the same.  DSCI, along with IBA and IDRBT
organized the first IBA-DSCI Banking Security
Conference to provide a platform to the banking industry
for discussing the security issues, and possible solutions.
DSCI also conducted a focused survey to assess the
current state of data security and privacy practices in the
Indian Banking industry and to gain insights into their
concerns on data protection. The survey results
established comprehensive understanding of the role of
data protection and offered compelling insights on how
the industry can strengthen its position.  A similar survey
of BPOs also yielded interesting results.  These surveys
also helped DSCI develop benchmarking standards for
the BPOs and banks against which each company can see
where it stands with respect to its peers.

To increase the cyber forensic capability of Indian LEA,
DSCI expanded its Cyber Labs program with assistance of
DIT.  DSCI conducted its first Cyber Crime Conference
bringing together LEA, Adjudicating officers and industry
to discuss the menace of cyber crimes.  The conference
was inaugurated by the Union Home Secretary.  The DSCI
Cyber Crime Investigation Manual, which is based on its
experience of operating the Cyber Labs and working with
the police in handling many of the cyber crimes over the
last few years, was released.

DSCI continued to gain significant recognition in its
ongoing international efforts on data protection. We
submitted our views to the European Union’s consultation
papers on ‘A comprehensive approach on personal data
protection in the European Union’ and ‘Future of Data
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Protection in EU’.  We focused on acceptance of industry
self-regulation, and extending of Binding Corporate Rules
(BCRs) to IT/BPO service providers.

DSCI participated in EastWest Institute’s Worldwide Cyber
Security Summit which brought together leaders of
Governments, businesses and civil society from around
the world to determine new measures to ensure the
security of the world’s digital infrastructure. We
contributed to this initiative by authoring a paper which
presented several recommendations to help build the
legal, technical and administrative foundations for an
international system to secure the cyber space. This
Summit provided a great opportunity to DSCI to link with
the international community and also to focus on cyber
security in India.  As a result, NASSCOM and DSCI were
invited to host the EastWest Institute’s Cyber Security
Summit in India in 2012.

In line with its objective of providing thought leadership,
DSCI joined Cloud Services Measurement Initiative
Consortium (CSMIC) led by Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU), US. This was facilitated by the Chairman, DSCI.

DSCI was invited for discussions and deliberations to
various conferences organized by international bodies
across the globe throughout the year.

DSCI’s flagship events, DSCI Best Practices Meet and
NASSCOM-DSCI Annual Information Security Summit saw
huge participation from industry leaders, Government
and thought leaders from around the world. These events
focused on various security and privacy concerns and
suggested measures to address them.  A number of DSCI
studies and reports, developed through the year, were
released during these conferences: Data Protection
Challenges in Cloud Computing, Reasonable Security
Practices, IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, Service Provider
Assessment Framework, DSCI-KPMG Survey 2010 - State
of Data Security and Privacy in the Indian Banking
Industry, DSCI-KPMG Survey 2010 - State of Data Security
and Privacy in the Indian BPO Industry. This year also saw
the launch of several DSCI Roundtables on specific
security issues with solutions as perceived and promoted
by security companies.  These events and roundtables
help in outreach and security awareness among those

who participate.  For a wider audience of all employees
of an organization, we developed Computer Based
Trainings (CBTs) on security and privacy on platforms that
can be made available easily to companies to enable
learning by employees at their own pace.

I am grateful to all our sponsors, speakers, and
participants.  I am thankful to all Government
departments which invited DSCI for consultations and
matters concerning security, privacy and data protection.
I also express my gratitude to all the experts on our
various Committees for their active participation and
advice on different projects, studies, and development of
best practices.  The guidance provided by the Board in the
quarterly meetings always provided new insights and
mid-course corrections in our work plan.  Finally, I would
like to express our gratitude to NASSCOM for the financial
support and the regular reviews which kept us focused
on industry’s problems and concerns.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj
CEO, DSCI
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B O A R D   O F   D I R E C T O R S

Board of Directors

DSCI Board has eight Directors, five of whom are
Independent Directors.  During the year 2010-11, Prof. N
Balakrishnan, Independent Director, DSCI took over as the
Chairman of Board of Directors and Mr. Harsh Manglik,
Chairman NASSCOM joined the board as Independent
Director in place of Mr. Pramod Bhasin, former Chairman,
NASSCOM and an Independent Director, DSCI.

The present composition of the Board is as follows:
Three directors representing NASSCOM – the
present Chairman, President and Former Chairman
Three Independent Directors nominated by
NASSCOM including the Chairman, DSCI, the
former Chairman, DSCI and one Director
representing the Department of Information
Technology (DIT),
Two other Independent Directors representing the
Banking Industry and E-Commerce Industry.

The Board of Directors as on March 31, 2011 is as follows:
Prof. N. Balakrishnan (Chairman, DSCI and
Professor, Indian Institute of Science)
Mr. Shyamal Ghosh (Independent Director and
Former Chairman, DSCI)
Mr. Harsh Manglik (Chairman, NASSCOM)
Mr. Som Mittal (President, NASSCOM)
Mr. Jaithirth Rao (Former Chairman, NASSCOM and
Industry person)
Dr. Gulshan Rai (Independent Director and Director
General, CERT – In, DIT)
Mr. B. Sambamurthy (Independent Director and
Director –IDRBT)
Mr. Ajit Balakrishnan (Independent Director and
Founder, CEO of rediff.com)
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Vision, Mission, Objectives

Data Security Council of India (DSCI), a section 25 not-for-
profit company, was setup as an independent Self-
Regulatory Organization (SRO) by NASSCOM®, to promote
data protection, develop security and privacy practices &
standards and encourage the Indian industries to
implement the same. DSCI is engaged with the Indian IT/
BPO industry, their clients worldwide, Banking and

Telecom sectors, industry associations, data protection
authorities and other Government agencies in different
countries. It conducts industry wide surveys and publishes
reports, organizes data protection awareness seminars,
workshops, projects, interactions and other necessary
initiatives for outreach and public advocacy. DSCI is
focused on capacity building for combating the menace
of cyber crimes in the country and towards this, it
operates several Cyber Labs across India to train police
officers, prosecutors and judicial officers in cyber
forensics.
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DSCI Members and
Chapters

As on March 31, 2011, DSCI had 568 Corporate Members
and over 1054 security and privacy professionals as DSCI
Chapter Members. C O R P O R A T E   M E M B E R S

Corporate Members - 568

Chapter Members
DSCI Chapters – 10
Chapter Members – 1054,  from 450 companies
CSO/CIO/CISO/CTO - 250

Our Stakeholders

DSCI activities are guided by the Board of Directors and a
Steering Committee. It also benefits from the active
participation of its member companies.

The Steering Committee
comprises members from
leading IT and BPO compa-
nies from India and abroad.
They are the thought
leaders of the industry in
information security and
data protection domain.
Advisory Groups have been
created from among them,
and other experts from the
industry, on Global Data
Flows, Encryption Policy,
Projects Advisory Group, and Best Practices Advisory
Group to advise DSCI in these areas and review the
knowledge assets created by it.

The Steering Committee and Advisory Groups review and
comment on papers prepared on various subjects that are

of interest to DSCI members, including consultation
papers and policy papers that are submitted to the
Government.

DSCI stakeholders also include organizations and
individual members, from various industries like IT/BPO

BFSI, Telecom, as well as security vendors & consultants.
Clients and Regulators are also among the stakeholders.

The members critically review DSCI’s efforts on policy &
consultation papers and also help in enhancing security &
privacy awareness in their respective organizations & regions.

DSCI membership comprises senior management,
security professionals, members of Law Enforcement
Agencies, Government entities, academia and security
solutions providers. DSCI Chapters are spread across the
country in 10 cities namely, Delhi and NCR, Bangalore,
Hyderabad, Chennai, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Pune,
Kolkata, Jaipur and Chandigarh.
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PROGR AMS & INITIATIVES
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Public Advocacy

DSCI takes a proactive role for ‘policy enablement’ that
affects ICT - Strong Engagement & Enactment through the
Government. In addition to this, DSCI contributes to various
groups and committees formed by Government to establish
a strong data protection culture in the country.

Consultation Papers

DSCI Comments on Draft Rules (Sec 43A, 79 –
Intermediaries & Cyber cafes) under IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008

The Draft Rules for sections 43A and 79 of the IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008 were made available for public
consultation. It incorporated several of the
recommendations made earlier by DSCI such as industry
self-regulation. However, some key elements required
further elaboration and interaction. DSCI reviewed the
draft carefully, in consultation with its members, industry
and its Chapter members. The final set of comments
submitted to the Department of Information Technology
(DIT) included acceptance of security standards
developed by industry associations with approval of
Government, transfer of information by organizations
through outsourcing with same ‘reasonable security
practices’ being applicable to service providers. Changes
in the Rule on cyber cafés to make the practices easier for
them and less intrusive in their effective working were
also suggested. Likewise, for the Rule on intermediaries
some changes were proposed.

In particular, DSCI suggested the following
recommendations:

An additional Rule may be created u/s 43A, for
facilitating transfer of sensitive personal information
within India or abroad.
Suggested modification of the Rule u/s 79
(Intermediary) with respect to notification to
intermediary of such information which is not
suitable (as per conditions defined in the Rules of
79) for being hosted on the intermediary’s
computer resource.

Removal of certain provisions in the Rules u/s 79
for Cyber Café that appeared to be burdensome;
may not serve any useful purpose and provide
opportunity for harassment. Specifically,

- Requiring a cyber café to prepare a monthly
report of the log register showing date-wise
details on the usage of the computer resource
and submitting a soft and hard copy to the
authorized agency / person every month.

- Requiring the cyber café to store and maintain
logs of network devices such as routers and
firewalls and IDS.

- Inspection of cyber café giving undue powers
to the local police for harassing the cyber café
without any useful purpose

DSCI Response to European Union (EU)
Approach on Personal Data Protection

The EU Commission launched a review of the current
legal framework, with a high level conference in May
2009, and more targeted stakeholders’ consultations in
2010. EU issued a public consultation paper titled ‘A
comprehensive approach on personal data
protection in the European Union.’ DSCI submitted
following views and recommendations on the relevant
sections of this consultation paper:

Divergence in the regulatory approaches should be
addressed to reduce hindrances to the free flow of
data. This should be aimed at reducing bureaucratic
control, enhancing harmonization of global privacy
principles, standards, and best practice codes that
have bearings on Transborder data flow, while
addressing privacy and security concerns. Privacy
requirements of countries can be addressed by
such a global set of privacy principles and should
not be constrained by local laws.
Review of EU adequacy assessment, from the one
based on privacy law conforming to EU Data
Protection Directives to more encompassing and
flexible, which respects the legal evolution for data
protection in the third countries. It should be
limited to adherence to the core principles of data
protection rather than a similar legal framework.
DSCI recommended EU to take into account the
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amendments to Information Technology Act, which
has a section on protecting sensitive information
under lawful contracts. The cap on the
compensation has been removed, making
organizations accountable for maximum possible
liability for failure to protect the information. These
provisions promise the required protection to data
flowing to India as a part of outsourcing. The EU
adequacy norms should be flexible enough to take
into consideration the kind of legal steps taken by
third world countries, reflecting their legal culture
while assuring data protection.
Self-Regulation of service providers, through an
independent Self-Regulatory Organization (SRO)
like DSCI, should be accepted by the EU to enable
global data transfers without any hindrance.
The mechanism for privacy certification or seal
should take help of the self-regulatory initiatives of
both data controller and service provider industry
in order to extend the coverage to global data
flows.
Accountability should be included as one of the
privacy principles as it will make data protection
more effective without placing administrative
burden on data controllers.

DSCI Response on Future of Data Protection
Submitted to EU

DSCI provided its response on the ‘Future of Data
Protection in EU’ by contributing to the Questionnaire
for Stakeholders Consultation on the revision of EU Data
Protective Directive 95/46. Its response to the questions
related to international data flows was as follows:

On the need for amending EU data protection
directive provisions, DSCI recommended that
some of the provisions in the applicable law may
be amended to focus on the actual data security
and privacy practices followed by a data processor
in non-EU countries providing services to data
controller in EU rather than determining the
adequacy of a non-EU country by looking only at
the data protection laws in that country. The
Binding Corporate Rules (BCRs )/ contracts and
derogations between the data controller and data
processor may be encouraged as instruments to fill

the missing part of data protection laws in the
country where data processor is established.
There may be a simple procedure to approve the
BCR – once the BCR has been approved by a Data
Protection Authority (DPA) of an EU member state,
it can be accepted by all the other EU DPAs. The
concepts of BCRs may be extended to all service
providers. They may be treated as global service
providers who can declare their BCRs, which will
be subject to the same process of approval as
afforded to MNCs.
Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs) may be
developed for transfers between public authorities
in EU and public authorities / Self-Regulatory
Organizations in non-EU countries. Also,
‘Alternative Dispute Resolution’ mechanism
established by Self-Regulatory Organizations may
be recognized under the SCCs.
Views of data processors from non-EU countries
may be taken before making EU SCCs compulsory
as some of the clauses put too much obligation on
the data processors.
Special procedures that intend to bring simplicity
in international data transfers should be
provisioned. DSCI suggested that once a data
controller in the EU verifies the level of protection
offered by a service provider organization (data
processor), there is no need for the supervisory
authority to verify the same again.
Apart from cooperating amongst themselves, the
DPAs may also cooperate with Self- Regulatory
Organizations in the non-EU countries.

DSCI Recommendation on Cyber Security and
Right to Privacy in India

DSCI submitted its recommendation to the Standing
Committee on Information Technology for ‘Cyber
Security and Right to Privacy’.  DSCI believes that self-
regulation with appropriate legal sanctity should be the
path for the privacy law with minimal bureaucratic
structure where Self-Regulatory Organizations, in their
respective industry verticals, define the process and
codes of practice, which are vetted and recognized by
the government through the proposed laws. Co-
regulation should be the guiding spirit. DSCI submitted
following recommendations to the Standing Committee:
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Have light weight regulations based on global
security and privacy principles that value economic
benefits of data usage and flow, while
guaranteeing privacy to citizens
Avoid bureaucratic structures that could hinder
business interests, and lose the spirit of intent in
operational implementation
Ensure that profiling of citizens by correlating
existing databases will not be allowed in the name
of national security
Rely on self-regulation of businesses that promote
practices, making the privacy program relevant to
technology advancements
Provide legal recognition to the role of self-
regulatory bodies, promoted by industry
associations, in enforcing codes for the privacy in
the interest of citizens’ rights
Notify and implement through Self-Regulatory
Organizations like industry associations
Allow businesses self declare the codes of
practices that they have implemented to protect
the privacy rights of the customers
Establish a mechanism, in the form of public
private partnership, to resolve the disputes and
grievances of consumers
Provide for appropriate encryption policy for
secure business transactions that promote business
and the overall economy of the country. The policy
should cover industry standards and take into
account disclosure of information in plaintext
when required to do so by Law Enforcement
Agencies (LEA) under a due process
Include mechanism for Incident response and
establishment of appropriate mechanisms for
cooperation. Such measures must include
provisions to respond to counter cyber terrorism,
including acts of sabotage of critical infrastructure
and cyber espionage through information warfare
Enable rules to ensure incidents are shared
between public and private enterprises as well as
give opportunities for research communities
enabling them to develop tools and best practices
Cover acceptable legal norms for dealing with
cyber crimes regarding territorial jurisdiction,
sovereign responsibility, and use of force to
reconcile differing national laws concerning the

investigation and prosecution of cyber crimes, data
preservation, protection, and privacy.
Address the problem of existing cyber laws that do
not carry enforcement provisions
Mandate trainings and awareness of judiciaries and
law enforcement agencies to handle cyber crimes
and preservation of evidence through the use of
forensic capabilities.
Lead to establishment of international clearing
house for critical infrastructure protection to share
threats, vulnerabilities, and attack vectors
Support current and future technological trends
and have the ability to remain dynamic based on
the threat environment, through the support of
Rules and guidance. Self-Regulation with legal
sanctity should be the path for the privacy
legislation, where Self-Regulatory Organization
defines the process and codes of practices, which
are vetted and recognized by the Government
through the proposed laws. Co-regulation should
be the guiding spirit.

DSCI Views on Legal Framework for Privacy

DSCI submitted its views to the Department of Personnel
and Training (DoPT), Government of India, to develop a
consultation paper on the subject of ‘Approach Paper
for Legislation on Privacy’. DSCI provided a paper titled
‘Legal Framework for Data Protection and Security
and Privacy norms’ highlighting its views and opinions
on the subject. After DoPT finalized the draft, DSCI, along
with other members, were invited to discuss the same.
DSCI offered its comments on the proposed Data
Protection Bill based on the expectations from the said
Bill and opinion on the subject. In addition to the written
submission, Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI, was regularly
invited to participate in the ongoing discussions.

DSCI suggested to DoPT the need to ensure that the
privacy bill should:

Have light weight regulations based on global
privacy principles that value economic benefits of
data usage and flow, while guaranteeing privacy to
citizens
Avoid bureaucratic structure that could hinder
business interest and lose the spirit of the intent in
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the operational implementation
Rely on self-regulation of businesses that promote
practices, making the privacy program relevant to
technology advancements
Provide legal recognition to the role of self-
regulatory bodies, promoted by industry
associations, in enforcing codes for the privacy in
the interest of citizens’ rights
Notify and implement through Self-Regulatory
Organizations like industry associations
Allow businesses self declare the codes of
practices that they have implemented to protect
the privacy rights of the customers
Establish a mechanism, in the form of public
private partnership, to resolve the disputes and
grievances of citizens

DSCI Comments on Proposed Bill for National
Identification Authority of India

DSCI submitted its comments on the ‘Proposed Draft
Bill on the National Identification Authority of
India’ with the intent of contributing towards building a
strong, efficient and secure National Identification Project
(to be established by the National Identification Authority
of India). DSCI had earlier submitted a detailed ‘Position
Paper on Security and Privacy Challenges in the UID
project’ to Unique Identification Authority of India
(UIDAI) which highlighted the security and privacy
concerns from the stand point of data subject as well as
on technological considerations. It was heartening to note
that these concerns were included as part of the RFP for
procurement of infrastructure by UIDAI.

DSCI also made the following recommendations:

The Authority should be responsible for
implementation of adequate security measures by
registrars, enrolling agencies, etc. to protect
against any loss, unauthorized access, and
disclosure of residents’ demographic and biometric
information. Liability for data loss or theft,
intentionally or unintentionally or by any
unauthorized access from their custody should be
clearly fixed through the provisions of this Bill.
The ultimate / primary responsibility of restoring
the lost information of ‘Aadhaar’ number holders

due to hacking / unauthorized access, insider
threat, data corruption should lie with the
Authority. In such cases of data loss, the residents
are the victims of identity loss for which the
Authority should be accountable through explicitly
stated ways of remediation.
The Bill should have appropriate safeguards against
user profiling to prevent possible political or
bureaucratic misuse of residents’ data under any
conditions.

DSCI on Committees

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI is a member of
‘Working Group on Information Security,
Electronic Banking, Technology Risk
Management and Cyber Frauds’ created by
Reserve Bank of India, to provide detailed
suggestions in areas relating to IT Governance,
Information security, IT operations, Information
system audit, Cyber frauds, Business Continuity
Planning, customer education and legal issues
arising out of use of IT in Banking. The Report of the
Working Group was submitted to the Deputy
Governor, RBI, which was accepted on January 14,
2011.

The Report recognizes DSF© and DPF© and
recommends the banks to use these frameworks in
addition to ISO 27001. Following is the extract
from the Report highlighting the proposed role
envisaged by the Working Group for DSCI along
with Indian Banks’ Association (IBA) and Institute
for Development and Research in Banking
Technology (IDRBT) in Chapters 2, 4 and 9 of the
Report.

1. There is a need for IBA, IDRBT and reputed
institutions like DSCI to collaborate and
develop security frameworks and detailed
implementation methodologies and
procedures for the benefit of the banking
sector, based on the information security
related aspects covered in this report.
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2. Collaborative efforts may also be made by
reputed bodies like IDRBT, Indian Institute of
Banking & Finance and DSCI, coordinated by
IBA to create customized indigenous
certification courses to certify specific
knowledge and skill sets in IT/information
security areas for various categories of bank
personnel at operational and managerial
levels so as to create a large and diverse pool
of requisite talent within the banking system.

3. Detailed service provider assessment and
monitoring frameworks and best practices
from a banking context can be explored by
IBA in collaboration with institutions like DSCI
and IDRBT.

4. Bank should also regularly assess the
comprehensiveness of its information security
risk management framework by comparison
to peers and other established control
frameworks and standards including any
security related frameworks issued by reputed
institutions like IDRBT or DSCI.

5. Banks may also additionally consider other
reputed security frameworks and standards
from well-known institutions like ISACA, DSCI,
IDRBT etc.

6. DSCI had recommended the following nine
privacy principles in the context of Indian
Industry: (a) Notice; (b) Choice and consent
(c) Collection Limitation; (d)Use Limitation; (e)
Access and Correction; (f ) Security; (g)
Disclosure to third party; (h) Openness; (i)
Accountability. The recommendations of DSCI
are relevant and may be considered.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI and Mr. Vinayak
Godse, Director, DSCI represent DSCI in the
Banking CISO Forum created by IDRBT. The
group aims to engage the CISOs of the banks along
with academicians and thought leaders in
understanding the challenges that are emerging in
the banking sector in the wake of IT (Amendment)
Act, 2008 (ITAA) and initiate a way forward in the
interest of industry and end customers.

The meetings of this group brought to light various

issues faced by the banks such as gaps in audits
that reflects lag in skills for technology assessment,
implementation of 2-factor authentication,
outsourcing risks. A set of action items, in case of
phishing attacks, was highlighted by the
participants during the meetings.

Mr. Pratap Reddy, Sr. Director- Cyber Security,
NASSCOM and Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI,
represented DSCI in the Anti-Phishing Working
Group of IDRBT. The group met regularly to discuss
the issues that Indian banks are facing on phishing
trends, and the practices which they are following/
need to follow, to educate customers on how to
avoid phishing attacks.

Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director , DSCI presented his
views on the role of Banks as an ‘Intermediary’
under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 to a select
group of RBI officers.

DSCI submitted a paper to Ministry of Commerce
to take global data flows as an agenda item during
trade negotiation with World Trade Organization.

DSCI meeting with National Security Advisory
Board (NSAB)

The office of Deputy National Security Advisor
invited Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj CEO, DSCI to present to
the National Security Advisory Board the cyber
security issues and the approach that may be taken
by Government of India (GoI) in promoting cyber
security.
DSCI invited Mr. Jeffrey Carr, the leading cyber
intelligence expert, to meet NSA and Research &
Analysis Wing (RAW) to discuss on the evolving and
global nature of cyber crime.

DSCI Recommendations to DIT Working Group
on E-Security

DSCI formulated a Strategic Plan for E-Security and
submitted it to DIT Working Group on E-security. The plan
included the following steps:

1. Promotion of security best practices in critical
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industry segments that make their security vibrant,
relate their initiatives to recent trends and
approaches and align their efforts to address the
real threats they are facing.

a. DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) has been
written in this line, which can be leveraged
for cyber security initiatives. This is discipline
specific approach, which advocates achieving
excellence in each discipline of the security
through the well researched practices

b. DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©) provides
means to initiate privacy in an organization
that would typically assume three distinct
roles: As a data controller, who collects the
personal information; as a data processor who
processes data on behalf of the controller;  as
a data controller who collects personal
information of its own employees

2. Create an expert knowledge that articulates
approaches, practices and trends to advocate to
the industry segments that fall under the category
of critical infrastructure

3. Conduct studies in specific interest subject which
are important for national cyber security

4. Research and development for creating specific
security solutions, assess security product solutions
and developing security testing capability

5. Provide Architectural treatment to security:
emphasize the need of security architecture, threat
modelling, and embedded security in IT systems

6. Build national capability in encryption
technologies, and cryptanalysis. Focus on practical
aspects of technology: use of technology in various
areas of economy and governance and
intelligence, study of technology trends, testing of
products; building of capabilities by intelligence to
handle encrypted communications by terrorists.
Also, to track policies of various Governments and
multinational organizations, and international bodies.

7. Establish a state of the art national cyber security
monitoring centre that conducts rigorous testing
of critical assets, monitors  and analyses attack
trends and vectors, and system behaviours;
monitors national gateways. Continuous
research on evolving threats and
vulnerabilities for creating a Robust Threat
Landscape, which can help the Indian industry
and the LEA to become aware of the latest threats,
enabling them to take proactive security measures.

8. Legally authorize the bodies like CERT-In to
mandate organizations to share, and report
security incidents. Establish a breach notification
process

9. Bring cyber security as a focused national
agenda, avail commitment from the higher body
of the Government, and elevate the role of cyber
security function to the national level in the
form of a think tank that studies these issues on a
continuous basis – to be funded by the
government. To be in public private partnership so
as to attract best talent.

10.Establish a Cyber Security Training Program-
dedicated facilities that conducts the training of
law enforcement officials, judiciary, security
managers of the industry segment that fall under
critical infrastructure segment

11.Create an ecosystem for cyber security. The
components of that should be: Government,
Government bodies and E-Governance project;
Cyber Security Function; Security Research &
Development; Operational facilities ( CERT-In);
Security Guidance & Practices; Security Testing
Drills; Industry Participation; Legal Authority; Legal
Enforcement; Forensic Capabilities; Security
Training; End User Awareness; Security Education.
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Outreach Programs

DSCI organizes various conferences and seminars and
participates in the events in India and abroad to draw focus
on data security and privacy concerns and DSCI’s approach
towards data protection. In addition, it is also invited for
seminars and conferences around the world to share its
views on data protection.

DSCI Flagship Events

NASSCOM-DSCI Annual Information Security
Summit – 2010

NASSCOM-DSCI organized its fifth Annual Information
Security Summit 2010 in Chennai. Mr. Jeffrey Carr, well
known cyber warfare expert and widely acclaimed
author of the book ‘Inside Cyber Warfare’ was the keynote
speaker.

The summit included distinguished speakers and eminent
panelists from the industry, Government and academia to
discuss topical issues such as cloud computing, security in
design, securing business transactions, evolution of
privacy, economics of security, cyber forensics, insider
threats, and reasonable security practices among others.

Various panel discussions were held during the two day
event which witnessed the in-depth analysis and
discussions on contemporary data protection issues and
its social, technological and economical impact.

The summit provided an opportunity to the industry
professionals to interact with the global leaders on the
compelling issues of security and privacy. It deliberated
on various key issues pertaining to security and privacy.

On this occasion, the findings of DSCI-KPMG Survey 2010
– ‘State of Data Security and Privacy in Indian BPO
Industry’ were released. DSCI also released its thought
leadership study reports on ‘Reasonable Security
Practices’, Service Provider Assessment Framework’, and
‘Data Protection Challenges in Cloud Computing’. DSCI

data protection approach, based on best
practices, its frameworks – DSF© and DPF© –
and its data centric methodology was
discussed, supported by the experiences of
the industry players who are in process of
adopting the framework. The summit was
attended by over 400  participants from 137
companies. In the concluding session, the
summit took a stock of the alternatives
available for devising ‘e-security strategy’ for
the nations for next 5 year.
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DSCI Best Practices Meet 2010

DSCI organized the second workshop on Best
Practices for Data Protection in Bangalore with
the objective of addressing the security
challenges, which are becoming more
complex in the wake of evolving threat
scenarios and compliance regulations that are
becoming more stringent.

The workshop provided an opportunity to the
participants to interact with the leaders in
security and understand the practices that are
evolving to address specific challenges. Case
studies on how the DSCI Frameworks create
visibility and bring dynamism and remediates
any gaps based on the best practices using
DSCI data-centric methodology were also
presented.

The event was inaugurated by Mr. Harsh
Manglik, Chairman NASSCOM & Chairman
and Geography Managing Director,
Accenture India and was attended by over
300 participants from diverse industry verticals
like IT, BPO, Banking & Financial Services,
Manufacturing, E-Governance, Telecom, PSU,
e-Commerce etc.
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First IBA-DSCI Seminar on Security
Framework in Indian Banks

IBA and DSCI jointly organized a conference on
‘Security Framework in Indian Banks’ in Mumbai. The
Conference was in collaboration with IDRBT to bring IT
and Banking Industry together to address the security
challenges.

The Inaugural address of the event was presented by
Dr. K.C. Chakrabarty, Deputy Governor, Reserve
Bank of India. During his address, he stated that
Information is at the heart of today’s business and the
need for ensuring that it is kept confidential adhering to
accepted norms of privacy and making it available to
authorized users at the appropriate time. He
emphasized that all security concerns especially with
respect to customer sensitive data should be addressed
in an effective way so as to ensure that the trust levels
are well preserved.

The panelist and eminent speakers of the conference
debated on the need for awareness and education, use
of strong authentication mechanisms on web-
applications and raising the trust and confidence level
of customers. They also emphasized the role of RBI, as a
regulator, to ensure that stronger norms for security and
privacy for the banks which would equip them to
adhere to global compliance norms. The event was well
received by close to 200 participants including over 50
CISO/CSO/CIO level officers from the Banking and
Financial Services Industry.
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First DSCI Cyber Crime Conference - Meeting the
Cyber Crime Challenge through Capacity
Building

DSCI organized its first Cyber Crime Conference themed at
‘Meeting the Cyber Crime Challenge through Capacity
Building’ in New Delhi. The Conference was inaugurated by
Shri. Gopal K Pillai, Union Home Secretary.  In his
keynote address, he said that the government is reviewing
and updating the national cyber security strategy to improve
data security. The Conference highlighted the growing
menace of cyber crimes in the country and provided a
platform for discussing and developing the way forward in
understanding the global nature of cyber crimes and
capacity building required in the future.

The conference marked the release of Cyber Crime
Investigation Manual, developed by DSCI to standardize
operating procedures for cyber crime investigation. The Manual
is based on DSCI’s experience of operating Cyber Labs and
working with the police in handling many of the cyber crimes
over the last few years and will help police officers collect the
cyber forensics data and prosecute cyber criminals under the
appropriate sections of the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, IPC
etc.

The Conference saw participation of police officers from all
over the country; Adjudicating Officers, and other
Government officers; delegates from the industry and
featured eminent dignitaries from the Government and
industry in panel discussions on cyber forensic procedures,
elaboration on the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 and IPC
sections applicable in various cases.
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State of Data Security and Privacy in the
Indian Banking Industry

DSCI conducted a survey to assess the current state of
data security and privacy practices in the Indian Banking
industry and to gain insights into their concerns on data
protection. DSCI conducted this survey through KPMG,
and under the aegis of CERT-In (DIT). In order to ensure
that the survey results represent the industry at large, 20
banks were surveyed, and the CISOs and equivalents
across the industry were interviewed. The survey results
highlight trends and insights into the state of data security
and privacy in the industry – many ‘generally known’
practices are validated, yet certain unexpected insights
are revealed.

The survey was released at an event held in Mumbai on
February 4, 2011. The event was presided over by Shri. G.
Gopalakrishna, Executive Director, Reserve Bank of
India, and he complimented DSCI and KPMG for carrying
out the survey to assess the state of data security and
privacy in the Indian banking industry and gain insights
into the data protection concerns of the industry.
Encouraging this initiative, he recommended that such
surveys should be conducted periodically to cover the
changing trends in the banking industry.

The event  featured Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI, Mr. B J
Srinath, Sr. Director/Scientist ‘G’, CERT-In and senior
banking executives in the panel discussions on the
findings of the survey, the need for data security and
privacy protection as a customer objective and also as a
requisite under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008 and
recently released RBI Guidelines for Electronic Banking.
For the banking industry, the DSCI-KPMG Survey Report
establishes comprehensive understanding on the role of
data protection and offers compelling insights on how the
industry can strengthen its position.

DSCI Workshop on Contract Guidelines for
BPOs

The European Union, as part of its Data Protection
Directive, mandates that in cross-border data flows to
countries, that are not deemed secure, data processors
located there be bound by contract guidelines, which
have been standardized. While service providers in India,
as data processors, are signing these Standard Contractual
Clauses (SCCs), it is essential that they be aware of SCCs.

With this in view, DSCI organized a workshop on
‘Contracts as an instrument for data protection’, in New
Delhi. The program was inaugurated by Mr. Raman Roy,
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in India during the three events. The security briefings
gave insight and clear recommendations on how to face
security threats head-on. Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI
and Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI presented their
views on how data breaches  continue to plague
organizations worldwide.

The briefings were attended by over 450 participants
from sectors like IT/BPO, Banking and Financial Services,
Telecom, E-governance, E-commerce etc.

DSCI Privacy Roundtable with Prof Peter P.
Swire

DSCI organized Privacy Roundtable with Prof Peter P.
Swire, who served as the Clinton Administration’s
Counselor for Privacy, in New Delhi. The Roundtable
provided an opportunity to understand recent
developments in the evolution of privacy as a result of
technology and globalization.

The privacy debate, globally and nationally, has assumed
centre-stage, both for civil society and business. Privacy
of individuals, who are engaged in online activities, is
getting compromised through collection of personal data
and sharing of the same, by the collecting sites, with
others for commercial or other reasons, i.e. for a purpose
other than that for which the data is collected. Such data
can be retained indefinitely leading to privacy threats for
the individual who has a right to be forgotten but then

Chairman and MD, Quattro BPO and focused on the
recent changes in regulatory requirements in the
European Union, the United Kingdom and the United
States.

DSCI shared its data protection approach and experts
from the industry were invited to discuss various
contractual obligations. The workshop brought together
security and privacy consultants along with legal experts
specialized in the trans-border contractual agreement to
discuss and present their views on range of contemporary
topics including EU Directive 95/46 and its impact on
Indian IT/BPO Service Providers, Article 29 Working Party
Workarounds – SCCs, BCRs, etc., HIPAA, GLBA, UK DPA
and their Impact on Indian IT/BPO Service Providers,
Security Requirements as part of Model Contract,
Contractual Agreements and the IT (Amendment) Act,
2008, Contractual Obligations in HIPAA, GLBA, EU
Directives, etc.

Verizon Business Insights on Data Breach
Investigation Report 2010

DSCI provided a platform to Verizon for organizing
security briefings on ‘Insights into Data Breaches and
Security Threats’ in  Bangalore, Mumbai and Delhi. Verizon
Business analyses data breaches and provides services to
help organization keep their data safe. Verizon has
partnered with the US Secret Service to deliver the Data
Breach Investigations Report 2010 that was also released
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there are no clear data retention policies. Many of the
existing privacy principles appear to have been
overwhelmed by new technologies and have lost their
true meaning.

These issues were discussed in length with global
perspectives by senior professionals from various industry
verticals and Government at the Roundtable.

DSCI - ArcSight Roundtable meeting on the
Impact of Cyber crime on Government
Agencies

The political and economic climate combined with new
and emerging advanced persistent threats which
Government organizations are facing has increased the
incidents of cyber theft, cyber espionage, and cyber
warfare.  DSCI, together with ArcSight, organized a
roundtable meeting on ‘The Impact of cyber crime on
Government Agencies’ in New Delhi to deliberate on
these issues. The meeting featured Dr. Prescott Winter,
CTO, Public Sector, ArcSight and Mr. Ray Patterson,
Vice President, Professional Services, ArcSight and
was attended by senior security and privacy professionals
from Government and industry. The meeting discussed in
length the latest trends in internal and external forms of
cyber crime, the key measures that other government
institutions implement to address risks and how to
monitor critical infrastructure to identify, prioritize and

defend perimeter and
internal threats

The meeting helped
bring focus on these
issues and also
highlighted how private
enterprises can work
with Government to
build safer cyber
frontiers.

DSCI Roundtable
Meeting with
Trusted Computing
Group (TCG)

DSCI, together with
Trusted Computing Group (TCG), organized a roundtable
meeting in New Delhi to generate awareness on DSCI
approach to data security and privacy and how
technology is competent in increasing the level of
security of global data flows.
The interactive meeting saw participation from
Government and industry verticals like IT/BPO and Banks.
DSCI explained its Framework methodology for data
security and privacy, while TCG introduced TCG
technologies, Trusted Computing Standardization, Trusted
Platform Module (TPM) and Mobile Trusted Module (MTM)
for safe transactions and data flows.

The meeting helped build faith in stakeholders on
technology being capable of safeguarding the data and
increased awareness on best practices which can help
build a proactive approach to data protection.

Cyber Security Awareness Seminar in
Chandigarh

DSCI, under the Department of Information Technology’s
Cyber Security Awareness Program and in association
with Cyber Security Research Centre, Chandigarh,
organized a Seminar on Data Protection & Cyber
Security at PEC University Technology, Chandigarh. The
seminar brought to light issues concerning data
protection and cyber security, with suggested approach to
better equip ourselves in safeguarding data.
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DSCI’s Representation in National
and International Conferences and
Seminars

N A T I O N A L

NASSCOM India Leadership Forum – DSCI
Framework Presentation to Remote
Infrastructure Management (RIM) Forum

DSCI made a presentation on its Frameworks to the
Remote Infrastructure Management (RIM) Forum, on the
sideline of NASSCOM India Leadership Forum (NILF)
2011. The members of RIM were apprised of DSCI
Security and Privacy Framework and were presented with
the DSCI research/study publications. RIM, as one of the
important lines of service, needs a specific attention for
security and privacy since employees at offshore locations
usually get privileged access to underlying systems of
client, which hosts sensitive and critical data. A need for
in-depth study or research was felt in the meeting and
RIM Forum expected DSCI to take a close approach to RIM
requirements.

International Seminar on Cyberspace Usages
– Challenges and Dispute Resolution,
organized by Union Internationale Des Advocats
(UIA), UIA Indian Chapter and Inter Pacific Bar
Association (IPBA)

The International Seminar on Cyberspace Usages,
organized by UIA, UIA Indian Chapter and IPBA brought
together leading experts from across India and abroad to
assess and highlight the current approaches towards the
challenges posed by cyber space usage. Cyber space
usage has also brought with it new approaches to dispute
resolution and this was also discussed at the seminar.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI spoke on ‘Promoting Data
Protection Standards through Contracts’, in a session
chaired by Hon’ble Mr. Justice Altamas Kabir, Judge,
Supreme Court of India. He expressed his belief that a
service provider should be able to demonstrate
compliance with data protection requirements, similar to
those of the country where the client is located, and/or
where the data is originating from, by following security

and privacy best practices and standards. He said that
getting these standards recognized through contracts can
promote data protection, a thought that was well
received by all the participants.

Workshop-cum-Conference on IT Law,
organized by Faculty of Law, University of Delhi

University of Delhi, Faculty of Law, organized a two day
Workshop-cum-Conference on Information Technology
Law. Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI was invited to
participate in the conference and he gave a presentation
on ‘Privacy Legal Regimes: Impact of Technology and
Globalization’. There is a considerable debate around the
world to have a look at the globally accepted Privacy
principles. Dr. Bajaj, in his presentation, traced the
evolution of privacy as a result technology started in 1890
to the present era where 3rd generation Information &
Communication technologies are impacting the privacy
of individuals who are using online services for
E-commerce or social purposes.

Roundtable on Privacy, organized by
ASSOCHAM

Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI was invited to
ASSOCHAM Roundtable on Privacy, organized on the
International Privacy Day, January 28, 2011. The
discussion primarily focused on an approach note
circulated by Department of Personnel and Training
(DoPT) for proposed privacy law

ISACA Special Continuing Professional
Education (CPE) Event on International
Privacy Day

The New Delhi Chapter of ISACA organized a special CPE
Event for continuing professional education on
International Privacy Day. The event featured eminent
speakers from the industry. DSCI was represented by Mr.
Vikram Asnani, Sr. Consultant, DSCI who spoke on
‘Evolution of Data Privacy in India’.

Information on Demand India 2011, organized
by IBM

IBM, India organized Information on Demand India 2011
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Conference to reiterate the critical role of data
management in businesses of today. DSCI was invited to
participate in the conference and host the Data Security
Roundtable Discussion for CXOs. The roundtable meet
was attended by different industry verticals like Energy,
Utilities, Housing Finance, Banking, etc. and Mr. Vinayak
Godse, Director, DSCI moderated the meet to channel the
discussion on the critical points and apprise the
participants on the implication of  the IT (Amendment)
Act, 2008 and the proposed Privacy Law.

Bangalore Chamber of Industry and
Commerce (BCIC) Conference on Improving
the Technology Trustmark

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI was invited to speak on BCIC
conference on ‘Improving the Technology Trustmark’.
Speaking on this session he presented his views on the
“The growing importance of Data Privacy in our daily lives
– what you can do?” He traced the history of rising privacy
concerns of civil society with the adoption of technology
over the last century; and suggested ways of converting
invasive technology into privacy enhancing technology.
He also highlighted the role of best practices and self-
regulation in promoting privacy protection.

Trends in e-Payments: Challenges and
Opportunities

DSCI was invited to the International Conference on
“Trends in e-Payments: Challenges and Opportunities”
organized during Smartcards Expo 2010 in Mumbai. The
conference witnessed participation of leading players in
the field from all over the world. Representing DSCI, Mr.
Rahul Jain, Sr. Consultant, DSCI delivered a presentation
on ‘Transaction Security: Building Authentication
Strategies for Preventing Frauds in Online Banking’
wherein he highlighted the need for Risk-based
Authentication during online banking transactions in a
B2C environment.

Workshop on Legal Framework for Privacy,
Data Protection and Security

Government of India constituted a Group of Officers to
develop a framework that could balance the country’s
interests and concerns on privacy, data protection and

security and which could respect the domain legislations
on the subject. The first workshop on Legal Framework for
Privacy, Data Protection and Security was attended by
representatives from Ministry of Home Affairs, CERT-In,
IBA, UIDAI and legal fraternity. The workshop was
organized to elicit views of the practitioners in the field
and also the civil society organizations regarding
proposed legislation.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI presented DSCI views and
advised that the Privacy Law should:

- Have light weight regulations based on global
privacy principles that value economic benefits of
data usage and flow, while guaranteeing privacy to
citizens

- Avoid bureaucratic structure that could hinder
business interest and lose the spirit of the intent in
the operational implementation

- Rely on self-regulation of businesses that promote
practices, making the privacy program relevant to
technology advancements

- Provide legal recognition to the role of self-
regulatory bodies, promoted by industry
associations, in enforcing codes for the privacy in
the interest of citizens’ rights

- Notify and implement through Self-Regulatory
Organizations like industry associations

- Allow businesses self declare the codes of
practices that they have implemented to protect
the privacy rights of the customers

- Establish a mechanism, in the form of public
private partnership, to resolve the disputes and
grievances of citizens

I N T E R N A T I O N A L

First Worldwide Cyber Security Summit, 2010
at Dallas, USA

EastWest Institute (EWI) organized its first Worldwide
Cyber Security Summit in Dallas, USA which brought
together leaders of governments, businesses and civil
society from around the world to determine new
measures to ensure the security of the world’s digital
infrastructure. Electronic attacks around the world have
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compromised confidential information, crippled official
websites and have exposed the vulnerability of financial
data. There are heightened fears that criminals or
terrorists could use cyber space to paralyze
communications infrastructure, international financial
systems or critical Government services.

Despite the severity of these threats, the international
community has not come to agreement on how best to
deal with them. EWI’s Worldwide Cyber Security Summit
aimed to fill this gap, bringing together leaders from the
public and private sectors to reframe cyber security
concerns and to devise collective strategies to address them.

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI was invited to the Summit
and he contributed by authoring a paper on “Worldwide
Cyber security: The Way Forward”. The paper lays out
several recommendations to begin building the legal,
technical and administrative foundations for an
international system to secure the cyber space and was
published by EWI.

Evolving Role of the Individual in Privacy
Protection organized by Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), Jerusalem

Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI attended the Conference on
the ‘Evolving Role of the Individual in Privacy Protection’
at Jerusalem, Israel. He also attended the Privacy
Regulators’ conference where he engaged with the
members with a view to hold Regulators’ workshop in
India to highlight the best practices implemented by
Indian Services Providers; a thought which was well
received by them. Organized by Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the
conference marked the 30th anniversary of the OECD
guidelines for the Protection of Privacy and Trans-border
data flows and aimed to better understand the current
environment for protecting privacy.

Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-
Pacific (CSCAP) study group on Cyber
Security, Malaysia

The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific
(CSCAP) is a non-governmental (second track) process for

dialogue on security issues in Asia Pacific. There are
currently twenty member committees of CSCAP (from
Australia, Cambodia, Canada, European Union, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Mongolia, New Zealand, North
Korea, Papua New Guinea, People’s Republic of China,
Philippines, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand,
United States of America, and Vietnam) and one observer
(from the Pacific Islands Forum). In the backdrop of
growing ICT use and related security issues, the CSCAP
decided to constitute a study group on the issue of cyber
security for one year period from November 2010 to
October 2011 with the following objectives:

- To examine the possible cyber threat scenarios in
the Asia-Pacific region and the likely security risks.

- To develop the cyber security strategy to address
possible cyber threats in the region and propose
effective measures to manage the security risks.

Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI was nominated as the
NASSCOM-DSCI representative to participate in the
meeting, along with Mr. B J Srinath, Sr. Director/Scientist
‘G’, CERT-In, Department of IT, GoI. Mr. Godse presented
his views on ‘Ecosystem for Cyber Security in India’,
apprising the participants on the legal framework, role of
industry, and NASSCOM and DSCI contribution to cyber
security as part of the ecosystem that is emerging for
cyber security in India. Mr. Srinath presented his views on
‘UN Group of Government Experts on evaluating ICT in
the context of international security’, based on which the
cooperation framework for CSCAP can be laid down.

Global Conference on Ethical Policy
Implication of Global Mobility and Cyber
Security, organized by RISE Consortium,
Brussels

Mr. Pratap Reddy, Director- Cyber Security, NASSCOM and
Mr. Vikram Asnani, Sr. Consultant, DSCI participated in
Global Conference on Ethical Policy Implication of Global
Mobility and Cyber Security in Brussels, Belgium. Mr.
Reddy delivered a presentation on ‘Cyber Forensics
Training in PPP mode to help LEA’, where he highlighted
the need for establishing public-private partnership to
support LEA in cyber forensic investigation. The
Conference was organized by RISE Consortium of which
DSCI is an active member.
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The Workshop focused on governance, ethics and trust in
information society; ethical implication of identity
management; and Privacy and anonymity in a networked
environment. The conference witnessed participation
from eminent personalities in the field from all over the
world like Peter Hustinx, European Data Protection
Supervisor, Ioannis Tsoukalas, Member of European
Parliament, Christos Geraris, Hellenic Data Protection
Authority (HDPA), Greece, among many others.

European Joint Conference of HIDE and RISE
project, Brussels

Mr. Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI attended the ‘European
Joint Conference of HIDE and RISE project’ at Brussels,
Belgium and presented his views on ‘Data Security in E-
Governance Projects in India’. He outlined a national
agenda for Data Security and Privacy in his presentation
which included Trust Relationship in Technology
Transformation, Privacy in New Age Transactions and
Service Delivery, Securing the Transformation Economy
into E-economy, Assuring Personal Rights in the Age of E-
Governance & E-Commerce, Securing interest of Weaker
Section of the Society, and Balancing Privacy with
National Security concerns.

Asia Data Security Forum, Kuala Lumpur

DSCI participated in Asia Data Security Forum, a
conference on strategies to prevent data loss and identity
theft and participation from industry experts and opinion
leaders. Mr. Vikram Asnani, Senior Consultant, DSCI gave a
presentation on ‘Beyond the Firewall’, a plan to strengthen
security system by reviewing data security essentials and
covered the following aspects:

- Understanding and developing tools to assess threats
and risks of environment a system is exposed to

- Building foolproof channel to facilitate secure data
transfer and flow within and outside organization

- Setting up standard security and communication
processes

FP7 RISE Project – Taiwan Conference

Mr. Rahul Jain, Senior Consultant, DSCI was invited to a
two day ‘FP7 RISE Project – Taiwan Conference’ organized
by College of Law, National Chengchi University, Taipei.

He delivered a presentation on ‘Perspectives on Privacy in
a Connected World- Indian Context’.

3rd International Conference of Project RISE,
2010, Hong Kong

Mr.Vinayak Godse, Director, DSCI, attended the 3rd

International Conference of Project RISE held in Hong
Kong. He gave a talk on building a new ecosystem for
cyber security and data protection. He introduced the
new trends in Indian e-economy and the key legal
features of the recent IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, which
brings legal regime for cyber security and privacy to its
citizens. He noted that the most law enforcement
challenges are aggravated due to transborder nature of
crimes, which can be more effectively addressed by
building healthy and responsible international collaboration.

Data Privacy Day - 28th January 2011

Data Privacy Day is an international celebration of the
dignity of the individual expressed through personal
information. This day is celebrated to promote a dialogue
among all of the stakeholders – businesses, individuals,
Government agencies, non-profit groups, academia,
teachers and students – to look more thoroughly at how
advanced technologies affect our daily lives.

On this occasion, Dr. Kamlesh Bajaj, CEO, DSCI sent out a
Privacy Day message to all the DSCI members exhorting
them to celebrate this day with meetings and discussions.
Various DSCI Chapters held meetings and seminars on
this day to discuss the data protections issues and plan
out agenda for the coming year.

DataQuest Publication carried an article titled ‘Protecting
the Privacy of the Individuals’, authored by Dr. Kamlesh
Bajaj, CEO, DSCI in its January 31, 2011 issue. The full
article can be viewed at http://dqindia.ciol.com/content/
spotlight/2011/111020901.asp

To take the message to an even greater number of
people, DSCI designed and circulated a Data Privacy Day
desktop theme to its Chapter and corporate members
and other stakeholders. The Desktop theme reached
about 3 lakhs desktops, thereby establishing an increased
awareness on the data privacy need.
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Thought Leadership

DSCI regularly undertakes study and surveys to develop
reports on the various facets of data security and privacy in
India. These reports, jointly produced by various corporate
entities including leading consulting firms, highlight the
current state of data security and privacy of digital
information assets. In addition, DSCI constituted various
committees and groups to provide thought leadership in
specific domains.

DSCI Best Practices

DSCI Best Practices are based on the recent
understandings, approaches and trends in information
security and privacy. These frameworks focus on building
a tactical approach to enhance the security and privacy
culture of the organization so that the changing threat
and regulatory landscape can be addressed effectively
and efficiently. DSCI believes that a principle based
approach can help remove bulkiness in data protection
programs, and enable organization to achieve dynamism
which is important for securing the critical data of an
organization. Compliance to regulations is an outcome of
this approach. The DSCI Best Practices Frameworks were
formally released by Mr. Som Mittal, President, NASSCOM,
during the NASSCOM-DSCI Annual Information Security
Summit 2010. The details of DSCI Best Practices
Frameworks are available at: http://www.dsci.in/
taxonomypage/3

DSCI Privacy Framework (DPF©)

The concept of ‘Privacy’, which traditionally meant
intrusion in one’s physical space, has become much larger
in the cyber space. Data Privacy is evolving as a basic right
of consumers. In certain countries, it is recognized as a
fundamental right, guaranteed by the constitution and
supporting legal framework. While various countries share
the goal of enhancing privacy protection of their citizens,
majorly, all the countries generally take a different
approach to privacy.  To protect privacy of personal
information from unauthorized use, disclosure,

modification or misuse, DSCI has conceptualized its
approach towards privacy in the DSCI Privacy Framework
(DPF©) which is based on the global privacy best practices
and frameworks.

DSCI recommends nine principles in the context of the
Indian industry. These nine principles (Notice, Choice &
Consent, Collection Limitation, Use Limitation, Access &
Correction, Security, Disclosure to third party, Openness,
Accountability) are derived from globally accepted
principles of privacy. These principles reflect the need for
an assurance level that an organization should create in its
transactions with the end customers.
Refer  www.dsci.in/taxonomypage/116

DSCI Security Framework (DSF©)

DSCI Security Framework (DSF©) comprises 16 disciplines
of security. The discipline specific approach of DSF©

emphasizes on achieving an excellence in each discipline
of security through the well researched practices. The
best practices have been developed in these 16
disciplines, with focus on achieving maturity in specific
areas that can help achieve the end goal of data security.
Maturity criteria in each of these have been identified
which can help an organization improve its maturity
rating with implementation experience. Maturity of
processes and each security discipline as depicted in DSF©
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reflects trends, approaches and practices which have
been emerging to address the specific requirements of
an individual discipline.
Refer www.dsci.in/taxonomypage/63

DSCI Frameworks Implementation Program

DSCI has initiated its framework implementation on pilot
basis in various BPOs, Captives, IT Services companies,
using its data- centric approach, which helps an
organization identify risks at the level of data elements.
The methodology takes into account the various
environments through which the data flows. It identifies
the Context, and Usage patterns and keeps in view
the overall dynamic nature of the data in all states and at
all times.

Training on DSF© and DPF© for the Big 4 Consulting
Companies

DSCI trained participants from Big 4 Consulting firms
namely, KPMG, Deloitte, Ernst & Young and PwC on
implementation of DSF© and DPF©. The two day
interactive training session covered various facets and
modules of DSF© and DPF©and brought to perspective the
best practices listed in DSF© and DPF© at the background
of current set of practices deployed by various
organizations.

Study and Survey Reports

DSCI-KPMG Survey 2010 - State of Data
Security and Privacy in the Indian Banking
Industry

IT revolution has ushered a paradigm shift in the banking
industry. Though the fundamentals of banking might have
remained the same, customers’ perception of ‘value’ and,
therefore, ‘business models’ are evolving in an ever
increasing velocity. Today, if a bank can assure its
customer of a viable 24x7 interface, it has the hope of
retaining the customer for longer time. The fast evolving
trends of technology in the sector have blurred the
boundaries of information ecosystems to include service
providers and customers. While this integrated

environment has exponentially enhanced the service
capability of banks and experience of customers, it has
introduced a new gamut of risks. Banking industry,
recognizing these risks, has taken several initiatives in the
area of cyber security and data protection.

DSCI and KPMG, under the aegis of CERT-In (DIT), jointly
conducted a survey to assess the current state of data
security and privacy practices in the Indian Banking
industry and to gain insights into their concerns on data
protection. In order to ensure that the survey results
represent the industry at large, 20 banks were surveyed,
and the CISOs and equivalents of these banks were
interviewed. The survey results highlight trends and
insights into the state of data security and privacy in the
industry – many ‘generally known’ practices are validated,
yet certain unexpected insights are revealed.
Refer  www.dsci.in/node/601

DSCI-KPMG Survey 2010 - State of Data
Security and Privacy in the Indian BPO
Industry

Indian BPO industry has grown nine times from USD 1.6
billion to USD 14.7 billion in just a decade and is expected
to witness robust growth in years to come. To sustain this
phenomenal growth, the Indian BPO industry needs to
overcome one of the major challenges facing the industry
today – addressing data security and privacy concerns of
their stakeholders.

With the view to understand the data protection practices
and challenges faced by BPO industry DSCI, with the
guidance of CERT-In, (DIT), conducted a security survey
through KPMG. The survey results provide insights into
current state of data security and privacy practices being
adopted by the Indian BPO industry and how it is
addressing client concerns.
Refer www.dsci.in/node/542

Service Provider Assessment Framework

The Indian IT/BPO Service Providers are striving hard to
ensure that security and privacy of data is well maintained.
In an outsourcing ecosystem, many clients have
developed and applied their own proprietary assessment
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failing which they are liable to pay damages to the
aggrieved person.

DSCI studied the Act, and in doing so partnered with TCS
in conducting a review of the data protection regulations
in select countries with a view to understand the
definition of practices adopted by them, since invariably
all the data protection laws talk about reasonable,
adequate or appropriate practices. It is the Rule that has to
provide sufficient guidance to the businesses on what is
reasonable in a given context. This report attempts to
present different approaches for defining ‘reasonable
security practices’.
Refer www.dsci.in/node/540

Data Protection Challenges in Cloud
Computing: An Indian Perspective

India with its booming economy, growing domestic IT
market and USD 60 billion IT and BPO industry is uniquely
positioned to immensely benefit from Cloud Computing
– both as a hub for delivering Cloud services and as a
consumer of Cloud services. As predicted by Gartner, the
worldwide Cloud services revenue is expected to reach
USD 148.8 billion in 2014. This will unleash enormous
business opportunities to organizations operating in India.
Therefore, it becomes extremely important to closely

observe and understand the
developments in Cloud Computing in
India.

Data security and privacy in cloud
computing are engaging the attention
of user organizations, cloud service
providers and Regulators. There are
security risks in cloud computing
environment and concerns on how to
protect data against data-leaks:
intentional or unintentional and the
mechanism to single out the liability
in such cases. DSCI partnered with
Wipro in carrying out this study to
understand the data protection
challenges in cloud computing from
an Indian perspective.
Refer www.dsci.in/node/539

frameworks for evaluating their Service Providers, who,
on the other hand strain their resources to respond to
diverse client information requests. This isolated approach
proves to be an inefficient and costly affair, both for
Clients and Service Providers.

With this in view, DSCI partnered with Ernst & Young to
review the existing frameworks and think through the
advantages of certifications/ratings based on
implementation of DSCI framework and practices. This
study, especially through its survey, attempts to
understand the perspective of Client and Service Provider
organizations with respect to Service Provider
assessments and takes inputs to define a Service Provider
Assessment Framework which may be useful and
acceptable to both, Clients and Service Providers.
Refer www.dsci.in/node/541

Reasonable Security Practices under IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008

The enactment and notification of the IT (Amendment)
Act, 2008 has significantly strengthened the data
protection regime in India. Section 43A of IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008 mandates ‘body corporates’ to
implement ‘reasonable security practices’ for protecting
the ‘sensitive personal information’ of any individual,
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FAQs on IT Act, 2000 and IT (Amendment) Act,
2008

DSCI availed the services of an advocate of Supreme
Court of India for developing the FAQs on IT Act, 2000 and
Amendments thereof. The FAQs focus on analyzing the
requirements set forth in the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008
and broadly covered the following areas

- Summary of the Act or law
- Explanation of terms, definitions or terminologies

in simple English
- Applicability of the Act
- Measures to be undertaken and compliance

requirements
- Liability or Limitation of Liability
- Jurisdiction
- Exceptions

Policy and Position Papers

‘Mobilizing for International Action’ – The
Cyber Security Agenda, authored by Dr.
Kamlesh Bajaj for EWI

Dr. Bajaj in this paper brings to focus the factors and
determinants operational in cyber space and cyber
crimes. He highlights the vulnerabilities inherent in use of
IT and how the geographical boundaries do not hold a
mark when a cyber attack is planned. Dr. Bajaj emphasize
that “Cyber security is a global problem that has to be
addressed globally by all Governments jointly. No
Government can fight cyber crime or secure its cyber
space in isolation. Cyber security is not a technology
problem that can be ‘solved’; it is a risk to be managed by
a combination of defensive technology, astute analysis
and information warfare, and traditional diplomacy.”
Refer www.dsci.in/node/300

‘Policy Paper on Privacy in India’, authored by
Mr. Vinayak Godse for RISE Project

Mr. Godse in this paper discusses the importance of
privacy in Indian environment. The paper highlights how
Indian Economy is transforming into E-economy, and how
the New Age Transactions and Service Delivery Models

impact Privacy of an individual. Further, how the growth
of cyber crime and cyber warfare which is leading to
projects for national security is impacting privacy in India,
while other projects which are for the economic
development of poorer section of the society like the
UIDAI -Aadhar project impact the privacy. Finally the
paper covers the implication of privacy in an outsourcing
environment during transborder data flow.

Mr. Godse suggests that, “End user awareness needs
enough attention of technology policy initiatives.
Government of India should commit adequate resources,
develop an ecosystem and appropriate partnership, and
outline a well conceived plan that assures continual
awareness of the end users.”
Refer www.dsci.in/node/301

‘Building an Ecosystem for Cyber Security and
Data Protection in India’, authored by Mr.
Vinayak Godse for Springer Publications

Mr. Godse in this paper bring to light how India is
responding to cyber security and data protection
challenges posed by widespread use of internet as a
business enabler, and how a new ecosystem is required
and is underway to help meet these challenges. He
discusses how Internet offers a new means for expanding
economic and business avenues, ease of operations and
promises outreach, but is subject to ever increasing
dangers of cyber crimes and escalating misuse of
personal information being collected by businesses.

Mr. Godse suggests that, “individuals need legal
protection to protect their personal rights and secure
their transaction in cyber space. Institutes, industry and
Government need assurance that sufficient steps have
been taken to secure the flourishing growth of economy.
This requires setting up of an ecosystem that is capable of
understanding new age complexities and offering swift
response mechanism. The ecosystem for cyber security
and data protection necessitates a strong legal
framework, proactive Government initiatives, active
involvement of, and contribution by the industry and
effective law enforcement mechanism.”
Refer www.dsci.in/node/314
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Security and Privacy Challenges in the UIDAI
Project, authored by DSCI with inputs from
industry

The Unique Identification Authority of India  (UIDAI) will
only issue a unique identifier – a randomized number –
that will identify a person with his attributes which will
include biometric information (Fingerprints, IRIS, Face).
While name, photograph, address etc of a person may not
be entirely private, since these can be obtained from
various sources, it is the biometric information which is
unique to an individual that is claimed to be highly
confidential and personal.

DSCI in this paper points out security vulnerabilities of a
biometric system, and possibilities of data compromise
that can lead to the loss of privacy of an individual. DSCI
believes that, “The real challenge for UIDAI is not identity

theft, but how fast can the system take corrective action
to ensure that the affected citizen does not suffer in
proving his/her identity. Identity thefts will continue to
happen, even if best of security is deployed. But, we
should build a system that is resilient enough to correct
itself at a fast pace and one that ensures that end users do
not suffer owing to someone’s mischief.”
Refer www.dsci.in/node/51

DSCI Industry Benchmarking
Program

Every year DSCI conducts annual security and privacy
surveys to assess the posture of Indian industry on
security and privacy initiatives. The surveys not only assess
the best practices adopted by various industries, but also
provide an insight on how industry at large is maturing. 

STATE OF DATA SECURIT Y AND PRIVACY IN THE INDIAN BANKING INDUSTRY 2010-11
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STATE OF DATA SECURIT Y AND PRIVACY IN THE INDIAN BPO INDUSTRY 2010-11

These surveys focus on the data security and privacy
specifics (in terms of needs, challenges, trends,
characteristics, maturity, technology, solutions, regulatory
landscape amongst others) of each industry. With this
background, DSCI initiated the Industry Benchmarking
Program (IBP) which assesses the organization
preparedness against the industry benchmark. 

This year, DSCI conducted surveys in two industry
verticals; the Indian Banking industry and the BPO
industry. The results of the survey were used for
benchmarking organization’s preparedness with respect
to the industry and these are presented below

The focus, in general is on positioning of security and
privacy in organizations; maturity and characteristics of
key security disciplines such as Threat & Vulnerability
Management, Incident Management, among others. The
results of the survey were used for benchmarking

organization’s preparedness with respect to the
industry. The IBP initiative provides an opportunity to
organization to showcase their practices to their global
clients. It provides an assurance to the consumers on the
security and privacy preparedness against industry
benchmark.

DSCI Project Advisory Group

DSCI started a number of projects to address the
important issues of data protection. An Advisory Group
was constituted and DSCI convened a meeting of the
advisory group to review the objective and the
deliverables of these projects, with a view to seek the
advice of the experts, so as to make the results
meaningful and useful for the industry. The advisory group
provided their guidance in all the Study Reports
developed this year.
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DSCI Advisory Groups

DSCI constituted Advisory Groups to provide a voice to
the Indian industry for forwarding recommendations,
through DSCI, to various regulatory bodies in India and
across the world.

DSCI established an ‘Advisory Group on Global
Data Flows’ to discuss the different approaches/
recommendations that can help Indian outsourcing
industry overcome the challenges faced by IT and

BPO companies in India as ‘data processors’, against
the background of recent regulatory amendments
in some EU member states that make regulatory
requirements more stringent and raise the
liabilities for data breaches and non-compliance.
DSCI established an ‘Advisory Group on Encryption
Policy’ to discuss the business needs of encryption
techniques deployed by companies in India and
also discuss the encryption policies of other
countries, and how to balance strong business use
of encryption and national security .
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Capacity Building

DSCI has been actively involved in developing and
imparting training and capacity building for various
Government and corporate entities.

CBI MoU with NASSCOM-DSCI to
fight Cyber Crimes

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) signed a
memorandum of understanding (MoU) with NASSCOM
on November 23, 2010 with a view to seek expert
services from the latter in managing the newer
challenges in cyber crimes and updating the officials with
the latest technology. The MoU seeks to establish
collaboration between Law Enforcement Agencies
through Cyber and Hi-Tech Crime Investigation and
Training (CHCIT) Centre of the CBI and the IT industry
through DSCI and NASSCOM.

The objectives of the collaboration include sharing
awareness on the emerging technologies, security

standards, best practices amongst various enforcement
agencies globally, newer challenges in managing cyber
crime and preparing the stakeholders in their ability to
educate and update themselves in emerging cyber
technologies leading to cyber crime investigation and
computer forensics.

CERT-In MoU with DSCI

In order to advance the cause of cyber security data
protection, both within the Government for e-governance
projects, and for trusted outsourcing to Indian service
providers by clients in different parts of world, CERT-In
and DSCI signed a MoU on July 22, 2010. 

The purpose of the MoU is to create a framework within
which they can jointly explore and work towards
improving computer security in the country, and raise
cyber security awareness, especially the importance of
practices in keeping systems secure, software up-to-date
and security practices and procedures current.

The MoU facilitates CERT-In and DSCI to cooperate in
enhancing the overall security of the computing
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environment in the country through their commitment to
information security, and privacy protection, especially
under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008. This association
between CERT-In and DSCI would further enable attaining
the common goal of addressing the increasingly complex
problems associated with computer security and
computer-related crimes.

Cloud Services Measurement
Initiative Consortium

DSCI has joined Cloud Services Measurement Initiative
Consortium (CSMIC) led by Carnegie Mellon University
(CMU), US. This was facilitated by Prof. N Balakrishnan,
Chairman, DSCI. CSMIC aims to address the need for
industry-wide, globally accepted measures for calculating
the benefits and risks of cloud computing services. The
major product of the consortium’s efforts is the Service
Measurement Index (SMI), a set of business-relevant Key
Performance Indicators (KPI’s) that provide a standardized
method for measuring and comparing a business service.
From procurement and ongoing service levels, to

business viability and security, the SMI framework will
provide a holistic view into the entire customer
experience for cloud service providers.

 Computer Based Trainings (CBTs)

DSCI has developed a number of CBTs under the Cyber
Security Awareness Program of Department of IT-
NASSCOM to increase understanding and preparedness
on data protection issues. These trainings will be made
available in the form of CDs and online training modules.
The CBTs are on:

- Internet Security Awareness Course
- Dealing with Security Threat
- IT (Amendment) Act, 2008
- Data Privacy
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CERT-In Trainings

DSCI worked with CERT-In to provide security training to
Government, public sector units, and organizations that
fall under critical infrastructure definition. This year, more
than 650 officials from different government
departments and organizations across the country were
trained on the various facets of IT security, in collaboration
with leading IT Solutions providers.

JPCERT/ CC Training Program

DSCI Chapters Update

DSCI Chapters provide security and privacy professionals
and Indian netizens a platform to discuss and disseminate
knowledge on information security and privacy. The
Chapters regularly organize meets and conferences to
discuss latest in data protection.

This year, DSCI Chapter members tally reached close to
1054 security and privacy professionals. Several Chapter
meets and discussions were organized to discuss the
contemporary issues in data protection and saw
participation from all the major industry verticals.
The Chapters actively contributed to DSCI public
advocacy initiatives and offered a first-hand
representation of the industry concerns and suggestions.

India Security Portal

The India Security Portal was developed with an objective
to provide an interactive collaboration platform to the
security and privacy professionals and general users. It
receives a healthy discussion on current security trends or
issues and has been helpful in conducting polls also.

India is a primary destination of outsourcing for Japanese
organizations which have been availing Application
Development and Maintenance Services offered by
Indian IT industry. With an aim to percolate secure coding
skills in the IT workforce in India and to enhance the
assurance level of IT solutions delivered, DSCI in
association with CERT-In and Japan Computer
Emergency Response Team Coordination Centre
(JPCERT/CC) organized a 2-day workshop on ‘Secure
Coding in C/C++” for Indian IT professionals at Delhi and
Bangalore. The workshop was attended by over 90 IT
professionals of domestic industry to enhance their
secure coding skills and it also provided an opportunity to
interface with JPCERT/CC researchers to discuss relevant
problems.
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Cyber Crimes Speedier Trial
– DSCI Cyber Labs

Data Protection emerged as major corporate as well as
Government concern worldwide this year. Different
countries around the world have enacted laws to deal
with data protection and data privacy. In view of the
multiplicity of privacy legislations worldwide, the service
providers (IT and BPO companies) in India are faced with a
major challenge of demonstrating compliance with laws
of the countries where the data originates from.
NASSCOM took important steps to address the concern
and one of which was establishing Cyber Labs Program to
train Law Enforcement Agencies (LEA) in handling cyber
crimes, which was later transferred to DSCI.

DSCI Cyber Labs through its Cyber Labs Program has been
training LEA on cyber crime investigations and provides a
platform where different stakeholders including police,
judiciary, IT/BPO companies, financial services industry,
academia and civil society come together to build
awareness and methods of dealing with cyber crimes.

This year, over 4000 police personnel were trained
through the Cyber Labs at Mumbai, Thane, Bangalore,

Pune and through recently developed Labs at Chennai
and Hyderabad. To provide the latest in technological
development in cyber crime investigation, DSCI
submitted a proposal to Government of India for up
gradation and standardization of the cyber labs at Pune,
Mumbai & Bangalore and is in process of developing the
program into a full-fledged Cyber Crime Investigation
Program.

In addition to these, following activities were also
undertaken:

Cyber Crime Investigation Manual

DSCI prepared the Cyber Crime Investigation Manual to
standardize the operating procedures for cyber crime
investigation. The Manual was released by Shri. Gopal K
Pillai, Union Home Secretary, at the Cyber Crime
Conference held in New Delhi.

Cyber Safe Weeks- 2010

NASSCOM & DSCI, in collaboration with regional police,
organized cyber safety weeks at Mumbai, Pune and
Thane. More than 2800 law enforcement officials
including public prosecutors, travel agents, schools and
college students were benefitted by this program.
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Cyber Crime Training Program at North Eastern
Police Academy

A five-day training program on Cyber Crimes, Credit Card
Offences and Computer Forensics was conducted at the

North Eastern Police Academy. 18 senior police officers of
the rank of Superintendent of Police, Addl. SP and DSP
attended this program.

The second batch of training was conducted by DSCI
team for 35 police officers from north eastern states.

Visit of Mr. Michael West, Member of the Board,
National Cyber-Forensics Training and Alliance, USA

DSCI organized series of meetings/workshops during the
visit of Mr. Michael West to India.

- A session was organized in the DSCI Annual
Information Security Summit at Chennai

- One-day Workshop on Cyber Crime in the Financial
Sector was organized at IDRBT

- Workshop on Cyber Crimes was organized for the
police officials at CBI Academy

- An interactive session with officials from CID,
Karnataka was organized at the DSCI’s Cyber lab at
Bangalore
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Corporate Governance

Adoption of good Corporate Governance practices has
emerged as an integral element for doing business. The
three key constituents of corporate governance are the
Board of Directors, the Shareholders and the
Management. The underlying principles of corporate
governance revolve around three basic inter-related
segments – Integrity and fairness, transparency and
disclosures and accountability and responsibility.

DSCI continued with the One Tier structure of Board of
Directors. During the year 2010-11 Prof. N Balakrishnan,
Independent Director, DSCI took over as the Chairman of
Board of Directors and Mr. Harsh Manglik, Chairman
NASSCOM joined the board as Independent Director in
place of Mr. Pramod Bhasin, former Chairman, NASSCOM
and an Independent Director, DSCI.

The Board of Directors meets every quarter to discuss the
policy issues and give directions on the future course of
action for DSCI and routinely reviews the progress of
project, cost and deliverables. DSCI has maintained
complete transparency in discharge of its duties. All the
important activities and programs were undertaken with
prior approval of the Board.

The process followed for project execution adheres to
project management principles that include project
requirement definition, project resource management
and project budgeting and expenditure and deliverables
management. Project budgeting, vendor selection and
billing are done with prior approval of the management.
Specific efforts are taken to save the cost, which are
being used to deliver additional deliverables within same
cost.

DSCI, being an industry association, validates its work
with the support and feedback from the Industry, for
which we are connected with our Chapter Members who
represent various industry verticals and with DSCI
steering Committee which is an excellent representation
of Senior executives from leading industry bodies of IT/
BPO Companies, Banks, Telecom, Regulators, Security

Vendors, Consulting Companies, Government and
Academia. The feedback of industry is critical for the
success of our work and we always welcome the
suggestions and feedback for continuous improvement of
our work.

DSCI executive team has increased from nine full-time
employees to eleven full time employees this year, to
accommodate the expanding scope of our work and for
catering to the security and privacy needs of Indian
society. The executive team will continue its efforts
progressively towards a self sustaining model.

The Board of Directors of DSCI appointed S.R. Batliboi &
Company as statutory auditors, for the year under review.
The Management of DSCI is contented with DSCI’s efforts
last year and is confident that India is and will remain a
trusted destination for global outsourcing.
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The Way Forward

DSCI footprint as a focal point for all data protection
matters continued to expand. More and more IT/BPO
companies, clients and regulators abroad, different
Government agencies in India and abroad reached out to
DSCI on public advocacy. It was consulted for Rule making
under the IT (Amendment) Act, 2008, privacy laws,
encryption policy, cyber forensics and related matters.

DSCI completed the development of DSF© and DPF©. A
number of pilot implementations were closed with
interesting learnings for the DSCI Methodology. Several
studies started during the previous year were completed
and released: Cloud
Computing, Reasonable
Security Practices and
Frameworks, and Service
Providers Assessment
Frameworks, FAQs on
Standard Contractual
Clauses, FAQs on the IT
(Amendment) Act, 2008.

DSCI surveys of security &
privacy practices and
challenges in BPOs and
Banks, leading to deep
insights, were released.
Linkages were forged with
the banking sector. DSCI Cyber Labs program was
expanded with a new project from DIT. The events in the
form of conferences, workshops, seminars and
roundtables saw huge turnout. While security and privacy
outreach continued to expand, we also gained traction
with many sponsor companies.

We also made forays into cyber security by expanding our
public advocacy and outreach role to include this in
addition to data protection. This is because at the national
level, data protection is but part of cyber security.

What do we see as our role going forward in the next
year? First and foremost is deeper analysis of DSF© and

DPF© implementations, the challenges of organization’s
involvement at all levels to understand data protection
matters, liability issues, and the risks that the DSF©

Methodology can unearth, and on remediating them with
the strategic and implementation guidance of DSF© and
DPF©, the maturity that an organization can and should
achieve in securing itself. A detailed analysis will be
undertaken. The challenge of getting consulting firms and
others to take this approach to larger number of client
companies will be addressed. Without this, we will not be
able to take this further. Towards this end, DSCI will try to
develop tools to support its methodology for ease of
implementation.

DSCI will seek Government’s recognition of its security
and privacy frameworks – DSF© and DPF© – under section

43A Rules of the IT
(Amendment) Act 2008 for the
IT/BPO vertical. Assessment
Framework for maturity rating
of organizations will be
completed, highlighting the
improvements in DSF© over the
ISO 27001 standard.

DSCI will take DSF© to the
Defence sector, and promote its
usage for securing its
infrastructure. We’ll develop
training and implementation
programs tailored to their
requirements.

DSCI Excellence Awards for Security will promote data
protection further among all companies. This will enable
further deepening of DSCI inroads into banking and
telecom security. It’ll continue to work closely with IBA
and IDRBT to develop training material for training and
certifying banking personnel for security.

DSCI is yet to gain international recognition as a key
player in privacy, even though it has made wider contacts
and has contributed to international debates on evolving
data protection regimes. It is proposed that DSCI will work
towards organizing an International Privacy Conference,
with eminent speakers from abroad. We’ll also work with

What do we see as our role going forward in

the next year? First and foremost is deeper

analysis of DSF© and DPF© implementations,

the challenges of organization’s involvement

at all levels to understand data protection

matters, liability issues, and the risks that the

DSF© Methodology can unearth, and on

remediating them with the strategic and

implementation guidance of DSF© and DPF©,

the maturity that an organization can and

should achieve in securing itself.
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International Association of Privacy Professionals to bring
the well accepted privacy certification - Certified
Information Privacy Professional (CIPP) - to Indian
professionals, since more and more clients are asking for
such certification.

DSCI will work with the Government to ensure that the
NASSCOM-DSCI Cyber Labs program for training Law
Enforcement Agencies and Judiciary is owned by the
Ministry of Home Affairs as the Cyber Crime Investigation
Program (CCIP) since cyber crimes are no longer confined
to only the cities that are important to the IT/BPO sector.

DSCI will promote cyber security in all sectors of
economy, critical infrastructure protection and engage
with Government in its cyber security policy. It will work
with EastWest Institute in its Worldwide Cyber security
Initiative by participating in the Second Cyber security

Summit, and doing preparatory work alongwith
NASSCOM, for hosting the Third Cyber security Summit in
India in October, 2012. We’ll also work with the CSCAP
Program of the Ministry of External Affairs for regional
cyber security.
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DSCI Members

24/7 Customer Pvt. Ltd.
3i Infotech
7Seas Technologies Ltd.
8KMiles Web Services P. Ltd
A1 Future Technologies
A3 Logics
AABSYS Information Technology Pvt. Ltd.
ABM Knowledgeware Ltd.
ABN Amro Central Enterprise Services P. Ltd.
Absolutdata Research & Analytics Pvt. Ltd.
Accel Frontline Limited
Accel Transmatics Ltd.
Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.
Acclaris Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Accretive Health P. Ltd.
ACN Infotech (India) P. Ltd.
ACS of India Pvt Limited, A Xerox company
Adea Technologies P. Ltd.
Aditi Technologies pvt ltd
Aditya Birla Minacs
ADOBE Systems India Private Limited
ADP Private Limited
Adventity Global Services Pvt.Ltd
Aegis Limited
Airtight Networks Pvt. Ltd.
Ajuba Solutions (India) Private Limited
Alankit Assignments Ltd.
Alankit Technologies Ltd.
Alcatel-Lucent India Ltd
Allahabad Bank
All e Technologies (P) Ltd.
Amdocs Development Centre India Pvt. Ltd.
American Express Bank
Amrtu Software P. Ltd.
Anibrain Digital Technologies P. Ltd.
ANZ Operations and Technology Pvt. Ltd.
Apollo Health Street Ltd.
AppLabs
Applied Materials India Private Limited
Appoint Software Solutions P. Ltd.
Aptech Limited
Arctern Consulting Private Limited
Aress Software and Education Technologies
P Limited
Aricent Technologies (Holdings ) Ltd.
Arowana Consulting Ltd.
Arrk Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Ascendas Services (I) Pvt Ltd.
Ascenders Technologies Private Limited
ASE Structure Design P. Ltd.

Ashok Leyland Limited
ASM Technologies Ltd.
Atos Origin India P. Ltd.
Attra Infotech Pvt ltd
Aufiat Technologies P. Ltd.
Aujas Networks Pvt. Ltd.
Aurigo Software Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
aurionPro Solutions Ltd.
Avaana Software & Services Pvt. Ltd.
Avaya India Pvt Ltd
AXA Business Services Pvt. Ltd.
AXIS Bank
Axsys Technologies Limited
Azure Knowledge Corporation
Bahwan Cybertek P. Ltd.
Bank of America
Barclays Shared Services
Barry-Wehmiller Intl. Resources Pvt. Ltd.
Bebo Technologies Private Limited
Bechtel India Pvt. Ltd.
Best of Breed Software Solutions India P. Ltd.
Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
Bird Information Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Birlasoft
Bitscape IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Blue Star Infotech Limited
BNK E Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
BNP Paribas India Solutions P. Ltd.
Botree Software International P. Ltd.
Broadridge Financial Solutions (India) P. Ltd.
BT India (P) Ltd
Busy Infotech P. Ltd.
Butler Technical Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Butterfield Fulcrum
CA (India) Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Cactus Communciations Pvt. Ltd.
Cadence Design Systems (India) Pvt. Ltd
Cambridge Solutions Limited (Xchanging
Group)
Cambridge Technology Enterprises Ltd.
Canon India Private Limited
Capco IT Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Capgemini Business Services (I) Ltd
Capita India P. Ltd.
Cellnext Solutions Limited
Centre For Development of Advanced
Computing (C-DAC)
CGI Information Systems and Management
Consultants Pvt Ltd
Changepond Technologies
CI. Com (P) Ltd.
CIBERsites India Pvt Ltd.,
Ciena India Private Ltd.
Cisco Systems India Pvt. Ltd.

ClearTrail Technologies Pvt. Ltd
Cleave Global E Services Pvt. Ltd.
Cognizant Technology Solutions
Collabera
Colt Technology Services India P. Ltd.
Compare Infobase Ltd.
Compserv Consultants Private Limited
ConnectM Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd
Continental Carbon India Limited
Convergys India Services
Converteam EDC Pvt. Ltd.
Cordys Software India P. Ltd.
Couth Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
CPA Global Support Services India P. Ltd.
CPA iRisk Advisors Pvt. Ltd.
CSC
CtrlS Datacenters Ltd
Cyber Security Works Pvt. Ltd.
Cyberq Consulting Private Limited
Cybertech Systems and Software Ltd.
Cygnet Infotech P. Ltd.
D&B Transunion Analytic and Design
Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Data Infosys Ltd.
Databazar India P. Ltd.
Datacraft India Ltd
Datamark Prodapt India BPO P. Ltd.
Datamatics Global Services Limited
DBOI Global Services Pvt. Ltd.
DBS Bank Ltd.
Deloitte
Designmate (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Deutsche Bank AG
Dhanlakshmi Bank
Direction Software Services
Drishti-Soft Solutions Pvt Ltd
DST worldwide Services
e. i. duPont Services Center India P. Ltd.
e4e Business Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
EASI
eBay India P. Ltd.
Eclipsys (India) Private Limited
Edisphere Software P. Ltd.
e-Emphasys Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
Effort BPO Limited
eGestelt
Einfochips Ltd.
Elitecore Tecnologies Limited
ELOGIC Technologies Private Limited
Emantras Interactive Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
EMC Data Storage India Pvt Ltd
Empower Research Knowledge Services P. Ltd.
EMR Technology Ventures Private Limited
ENTEG
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Eperium Business Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
Equant Solutions India Private Limited
eRevMax Tecnologies Pvt. Ltd.
Eservices@Symphony Private Limited
Etisalat Software Solutions Pvt Ltd
Eureka Outsourcing Soultions Pvt. Ltd.
Evalueserve.com P. Ltd.
Exactus Corporation P. Ltd.
EXL Services
Fidelity Business Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Financial Technologies India Limited
First Advantage P. Ltd.
First Indian Corporation Private Limited
Firstsource Solutions Limited
Firstware Software Solutions
Fiserv India Pvt Ltd.
FNF Business Process Outsourcing Services
India Pvt. Ltd.
Ford Technology Services India
Fortune Infotech Ltd.
Fusion Outsourcing Software Pvt. Ltd.
Future Focus Infotech P. Ltd.
Gaian Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
Gants Software Solutions Pvt Ltd
GE Money Servicing
Genpact
Geometric Limited
GlobalLogic India Pvt. Ltd.
GlobeOp Financial Services (India) P. Ltd.
GNFC Ltd.
GNSA Infotech P. Ltd.
GOIP Global Services, Pvt. Ltd.
GoldShield Services Private Limited
Graycell Technologies Exports
Green Quotient Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Gujarat Informatics Limited
GVFL Ltd.
H5 Asia Pacific Pvt. Ltd.
Hackett Group (India) Ltd.
Hamilton Research & Technology P. Ltd.
HCL Technologies
HDFC
Headstrong India Services P Ltd.
Helios and matheson information
technology ltd
Hewitt Associates
Hewlett Packard Globalsoft Limited
Hewlett Packard India Sales Ltd
Hexaware Technologies
Hinduja Global Solutions Limited
Hindustan Unilever Limited
Hi-Tech Outsourcing Services
Honeywell Technology Solution Lab Pvt Ltd
HP Global e Business Operations Pvt.Ltd.

HSBC Electronic Data Processing India P. Ltd.
HTC Global Services (India) P. Ltd.
Hughes Systique India P. Ltd.
Hyperquality India Pvt. Ltd.
HyTech Professionals India Pvt Ltd
IBM- Daksh
IBM India
IBS Software Services P. Ltd.
Ideas Inc Management Pvt Ltd
IDFC
IDG Ventures India Advisors P. Ltd.
IDS Infotech Ltd.
iGATE
Ignitee Digital Solutions Pvt Ltd
IGS Imaging Services INDIA Pvt. LTd
IIC Technologies P. Ltd.
iInterchange Systems Pvt. Ltd.
iNautix Technologies India Private Limited
Inca Informatics P. Ltd.
Indiagames Ltd.
Indian Railway Catering & Tourism
Corporation Limited
Indus Valley Partners (India) Pvt. Ltd.
INDUSA Infotech Services P. Ltd.
Infinity Infotech Parks Limited
InfoBeans Systems India Private Limited
Infopro India P. Ltd.
Infosoft Global Private Limited
Infosys BPO Ltd.
Infosys Technologies Ltd.
Infotech Enterprises Ltd.
Infozech Software Ltd.
Infrasoft Technologies Ltd.
Inlogic Bizcom Pvt. Ltd.
Inmage Sytems Private Limited
Insoft.Com Private Limited
Institute for Development & Research in
Banking Technology
Integra Software Services Private Limited
Integreon
Intel Corporation
Intelenet Global Services
Inteliment Technologies (India) Pvt Ltd
Intelicom Contact Centers
Intelligroup Asia Pvt Ltd.
Intense Technologies Ltd.
InterGlobe Technologies
Intergraph Consulting Private Limited
International Business Wales
Interra Information Technologies (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Intuit Technology Private Limited
Intuit Technology Services Pvt Ltd
IONIDEA
Iprimed Education Solutions P. Ltd.

Irevna, a division of CRISIL
Iridium Interactive Ltd.
iSOFT
ITC Infotech India Limited
ITCube Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
ITTI P. Ltd.
i-Vista Digital Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
IVIZ Techno Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Ivy Comptech Pvt Ltd
iYogi Technical Services Pvt Ltd
J.P. Morgan Services India Pvt . Ltd.
Jeevan Technologies India Private Limited
JK Technosoft Ltd.
K7 Computing Pvt. Ltd.
Kaavian Systems Pvt. Limited
Karvy Global Services Limited
Kayko Infotech
Keane India Pvt Ltd
Kensoft Infotech Ltd.
Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd
KPIT Cummins Infosystems Ltd.
KPMG
Kumaran Systems Pvt. Ltd.
L&T Infotech
Lazer Ken IT Services India Pvt Ltd
Legasis Services P. Ltd.
Limtex Infotech Limited
Liqvid eLearning Services Private Limited
Lister Technologies Private Limited
Logica India
Macmillan Publishing Solutions
Magic Software Pvt. Ltd
Magnasoft Consulting India P. Ltd.
Magnon Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Magus Customer Dialog Pvt. Ltd.
Mahindra Satyam
Maintec Technologies P. Ltd.
Makemytrip India P. Ltd.
Mangalam Information Technologies Ltd.
Mann-India Technolgoies Pvt. Ltd.
Mascon Global Ltd.
Mastek Limited
Mcafee Software (I) Private Limited
Medma Informatics P. Ltd.
Medsphere Technologies Pvt Ltd
Medusind Solutions
Metacube Software Pvt. Ltd.
MetLife Global Operations Support Center P. Ltd.
Micro Technologies (India) Ltd.
Microland
Microsoft Corporation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Microsoft India R&D Pvt Ltd
Midland Credit Management India Pvt. Ltd.
MIEL e- Security Pvt. Ltd.
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Mindcrest (India ) P. Ltd.
Mindlogicx Infotech Limited
MindRiver Information Technologies P. Ltd.
Mindtech
MindTree Wireless Private Limited
Misys Software Solutions (I) Pvt Ltd.,
Mjunction Services Limited
Mobera Systems
Monarch Innovative Technologies P. Ltd.
Morgan Stanley
Motif India Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
Motorola India Electronics Pvt. Ltd.
MphasiS Ltd.
Mresult Services Private Limited
Multi Commodity Exchange of India Ltd
Mynd Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Navayuga Infotech P. Ltd.
NCS Soft Solutions (P) Ltd.
NDS Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Net Solutions
Net Vigil Software Private Limited
NetApp India Pvt. Ltd.
Net Guru Ltd.
Netmagic Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Netscout Systems India Pvt Ltd
Network Systems & Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Nevis Networks India Pvt. Ltd.
Newage Software and Solutions
Newrives Software Services P. Ltd.
NextBiT Computing Pvt Ltd
nhance Engineering Solutions Pvt.Ltd.
Nihilent Technologies P. Ltd.
NIIT Ltd.
NIIT Technologies Ltd.
Nomura Services India P. Ltd.
Northern Operating Services Pvt. Ltd
NOUS Infosystems Pvt Ltd
Novartis Healthcare P Ltd.
Novell Sotware Development India Pvt Ltd
Ntrust Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
Nucleus Software Exports
Object Edge India Services P. Ltd.
Oceans Connect
Octaware Technologies Pvt Ltd
Olive E-Business Pvt. Ltd.
Omnitech Info Solutions Ltd.
Ontrack Systems Limited
Onward Technologies Ltd.
Oracle Financial Services Software Ltd
(formerly i-flex solutions Ltd. )
Oracle India Private Limited
ORBIS Financial Corporation Ltd.
Orbital Outsourcing Services
Outworks Solutions P. Ltd.

Oxygen Consulting Services Private Limited
Pan Business Lists Pvt. Ltd.
Pan India Consultants Pvt. Ltd.
Paripoorna Software Solution Service P. Ltd.
Patni Computers Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Pawaa Software
Peri Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Perot Systems TSI (India) Pvt Ltd
Pfizer Accelerated Solutions Centre
PHi Business Solution Ltd
Philips Electronics India Ltd.,
Pinnacle Infotech Solutions
Pitney Bowess Software India P. Ltd.
PK4 Software Technologies Private Limited
Polaris Software Lab Limited
Pradot Technologies Private Limited
Prakash Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Pratham Software Pvt Ltd
Praxis Softek Solutions Pvt Ltd
PricewaterhouseCoopers Pvt Ltd
Proarch IT Solutions P. Ltd.
Progressive Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
Promantra Synergy Solutions Ltd.
Prominds Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
Proteans Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd
Protiviti Consulting Private Ltd
Prudente Solution Private Limited
PTC Software (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Qualtech Consultants P Ltd
QuantumLink Communications Pvt. Ltd.
Quatrro Business Support Services
Quest Global
Quest Informatics P. Ltd.
QuisLex Legal Services Pvt. Ltd
R Systems International Limited
Rategain IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Records & Data Warehousing Pvt. Ltd.
Rediff.com India Ltd.
Relativity Technologies (A company of
Micro Focus)
Reliance BPO Private Limited
Religare Technova Business Intellect Ltd.
Religare Technova It Services Ltd.
Research In motion
Rightway Solution (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Rishabh Software Pvt. Ltd.
RM Education Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
Robert Bosch Engineering and Business
Solutions Limited
Robosoft Technolgies Pvt. Ltd.
Rolta India Ltd.
Rose IT Solutions Pvt. Ltd
S1 Services (India) P. Ltd.
Saama Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd.

SafeNet India Pvt. Ltd.
Sahara Net Corp Ltd.
SAI BPO Services Ltd. (SBL)
Saigun
Sankhyaa Learning Pvt. Ltd.
Sanovi Technologies (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Sapient Corporation
Sapple Systems Private Limited
SARK Infotech Private Limited
Sasken Communication Technologies Ltd.
SatNav Technologies Pvt Ltd
Satyam BPO Limited
Savvion India Private Limited
Scope E-Knowledge Center Pvt. Ltd.
Scope International Pvt Ltd
Seal Infotech P. Ltd.
Seasia Consulting
Seclore Technology Pvt Ltd
Secova eServices Ltd.
SecureKeys Consulting
Secure Matrix India Pvt. Ltd.
Sella Synergy India Private Ltd.
Servion Global Solutions Ltd.
Servion Global Solutions Ltd.
Shergroup India P. Ltd.
Siemens Information Processing Services P. Ltd.
Sierra Atlantic Software Services Limited
Sigma Infosolutions Limited
Sirez Infosystems P. Ltd.
Skelta Software
SKP Crossborder Consulting Pvt. Ltd.
SLK Software Services Pvt. Ltd
Smart Cube India Private Limited
Snap-On Business Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
SNS Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Soft Prodigy System Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Software Associates
Software Technology Parks of India
Sonata Software
Sony India Software Center Pvt. Limited
Sopra India Pvt. Ltd.
SourcePro Infotech Pvt Ltd
SpadeWorx Software Services
SPAN Infotech (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Spanco Ltd.
Spheris India Private Limited
SPML Technologies Lt.
Sri Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
SSP India Private Limited
State Bank of Hyderabad
State Government of Victoria, Australia
S Tel Private Ltd.
Steria (India) Ltd
Sterling Commerce Solutions India (P) Ltd.
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Sterling Information Resources India P. Ltd.
Sterlite Industries (I) Ltd.
Suma Soft Private Limited
Summit Information Technologies P. Ltd.
Sun Knowledge Private Limited
Sun Life India Service Centre Pvt. Ltd.
Sundaram Infotech Solutions Limited
SunGard Solutions (India) Pvt Ltd
SunTec Business Solutions
Supersoft Consultants Private Limited
Supervalu Services India P. Ltd.
Support.com India Pvt. Ltd.
Suresoft Systems Pvt. Ltd
Swiss RE Shared Services (India) P. Ltd.
Sybase Software India P. Ltd.
Symbiosys Technologies
Symbol Technologies, A Motorola Company
Symco Software Pvt. Ltd.
Symphony Marketing Solutions (Bangalore)
Symphony Services (I) Pvt. Ltd.
SYNTEL
Synygy India Pvt. Ltd.
Systems Valley Pvt. Ltd
SYSTIME
Take Solutions Ltd.
Talentica Software India Pvt. Ltd.
Talisma Corporation Pvt. Ltd.
Tally Solutions Private Limited
TAM Media Research India
Tasaa Infosolutions Private Limited
Tata Consultancy Services Limited
Tata Elxsi Ltd
TaurusQuest Services Private Limited

Tavant Technologies
TCS e-Serve Ltd.
Tharakan Web innovations Pvt. Ltd.
Tech Mahindra Ltd.
Techies India Inc.
Technoforte Software P. Ltd.
TechProcess Solutions Ltd.
Telemune Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Tenth Planet Technologies (P) Ltd.
Texas Instruments India Pvt Ltd
Thomson Corporation (International) P. Ltd.
Tibco Software India Pvt Ltd
Timken Engg. And Research Company
Tooltech Global Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
Topsource Global Solutions
Transcontinental e-Services Pvt. Ltd.
Trend Micro India Pvt.Ltd.
Trigent Software Ltd.
TTK Services P. Ltd.
TTP Technology India Private Limited
TUV India P. Ltd.
Ugam Solutions
UL Management Systems Solutions India P. Ltd
Uninor
Unisys Global Services India
United Health Group Information
Unitforce Technologies Consulting Pvt. Ltd.,
UST Global (US Technology International P. Ltd.)
Vakrangee Softwares Ltd.
Valuelabs
ValueNotes Database Pvt. Ltd.
Valuesource Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Vaneera Hi-Tech

Venture Infotek Global Pvt. Ltd.
Verisign Services India
Verizon Data Services India Pvt. Ltd.
Versant Technologies Private Limited
Vidyatech Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Virmati Software & Telecommunications Ltd.
Virtusa
VISTA InfoSec Pvt. Ltd.
Viteous Capital Market Services Limited
Vodafone India Services Pvt. Ltd.
Volvo India Pvt. Ltd.
VXL eTech Pvt. Ltd.
WBPO
Web Access (I) Pvt. Ltd.
Webdunia.Com (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Wells Fargo India Solutions Pvt Ltd
Williams Lea India
Wipro Limited
Wisdom InfoTech Pvt. Ltd.
Wisdom InfoTech Pvt. Ltd.,
WNS Global Services Pvt. Ltd.
Xpanxion International Pvt. Ltd
Xsysys Technologies P. Ltd.
Yamaha Motor Solutions India Pvt. Ltd.
Yodlee Infotech Private Limited
Zed-Axis Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Zenith Software Limited
Zensar Technologies Ltd.
Zenta Private Limited
Zeta Softech Pvt. Ltd.
Zoho Development Center India P. Ltd.
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